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SHINK beautiful thoughts, and set them 
adrift 

On Eternity's boundless sea! 
Let their burdens be pure, let their white 

sails lift 
And bear away from you the comforting gift 

Of your heart-felt sympathy. 
For a beautiful thought is a beautiful thing, 

And out on the infinite tide 
May meet, and touch, and tenderly bring 
To the sick and the weary and the sorrowing 

A solace so long denied. 
And a soul that hath buffeted every wave 

Adversity's sea hath known, 
So weak, so worn, so despairing, grows brave 
With that beautiful thought to succor and save— 

The thought it has made its own. 
And the dull earth-senses shall hear its cry, 

And the dull eyes see its gleam, 
And the ship-wrecked hearts, as they wander by, 
Shall catch at its promise, and straightway try 

To wake from their dismal dream. 
And radiant now as a heavenly star, 

It grows with its added good, 
Till over the waters the light gleams far 
To where the desolate places are, 

And its lessons are understood. 
And glad are the eyes that behold the ray, 

And glad are the ears that hear 
The message your sweet thought has to say 
To the sorrowing souls along the way, 

Who needed its word of cheer. 
So think good thoughts, and set them adrift 

On Eternity's boundless sea! 
Let their burdens be pure, let the white sails lift 
And bear away from you the comforting gift 

Of your heart-felt sympathy! 
—Eva Best. 
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THE METHOD OF EMERSON. 
HORATIO W. D R E S S E R . 

N O N E sense the method of Emerson is the 
secret of genius. The genius is to be 
accepted and studied, not analyzed or 
imitated. Yet few great men have more 
fully revealed their secret than Emerson. 

It was part of his message to tell men how to be great 
in their way, as he was great in his. Hence there 
are many suggestions which, taken as a whole, outline 
an inner method. To combine these autobiographical 
confessions is to gain new insight into the meaning 
and place of Emerson 's message, the part he played 
in the thought of the Nineteenth Century. 

It is sometimes said that Emerson is obscure. It 
has puzzled the rhetoricians to know how his sentences 
were put together. It is equally difficult for the 
logician to find therein rational connection. Other 
critics complain that the great seer was unsocial, and 
that consequently there is a marked deficiency in his 
essays. Finally, the charge is brought that he had 
no method, therefore no system. I shall try to meet 
these objections by showing that Emerson had a 
method, the understanding of which is essential to 
the comprehension and classification of his philosophy. 

All these criticisms belong together as judgments 
from the point of view of conventional standards. 
But Emerson was not conventional, and if we are to 
appreciate his genius we must know him for what he 
was, not condemn him for what he was not. He was 
a non-conformist in more senses than one. This was 
not because of a negative reaction from the standards 
of other men, but because his mind was occupied 
with other thoughts that were to him of far greater 
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3^4 UNITY. 

consequence. If we would have some inkling of 
those great thoughts, we must live with Emerson, try 
to observe the conditions which were for him supreme, 
and adore even as he adored. From the first sentence 
of his first essay, " Nature ," to the last of his utter-
ances, Emerson declares his faith in the revelations 
of the living present, as opposed to the most sacred 
beliefs of the ages. God still lives, the Spirit speaks 
now as truly and as fully as ever. The hour wherein 
that voice is heard is holy, and should not be pro-
faned by intermixtures of other voices, for the 
essential is not what men have said, but what made 
them say it. All accounts fail to do justice to that 
sublime message. To know that which none could 
report we must ourselves seek the solitudes of the 
Spirit. One need not always live in solitude. The 
ideal is to carry the glad message to all mankind. 
But do not condemn him as unsociable who has had 
the vision which would make of all nations a kingdom 
of peace and light if all men could but behold it too. 
Hence Emerson says in " The Apology," 

"Think me not unkind and rude 
That I walk alone in grove and glen; 

I go to the god of the wood 
To fetch his word to men." 

j 

His biographers tell us of men who said that 
Emerson lived the holy life from his youth up , and 
the sentence is often quoted from the New Bedford 
auditor who declared that Emerson made the opening 
prayer and gave out the hymn as an angel would have 
spoken. There was that about him which showed 
that he was a citizen of a transcendental world where 
ideals were of nobler types. From the time of his 
epoch-making addresses in Cambridge, in his younger 
days, he was ever haunted by the thought of a larger 
man who would not permit himself to be narrowed 
to one occupation, who would never become absorbed 
in surfaces, but would live in constant remembrance 
of the eternal. His whole life was dedicated to the 
making of " hints " of what he saw in the domain of 
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THE METHOD OF EMERSON. 3^5 

eternal beauty, hints for all to follow who longed for 
fulness of life. It is this element in his essays and 
poems which we must bear in mind if we would 
know why he wrote as he did. For he is ever con-
fessing his inability to say what he would. 

" The great Idea baffles wit, 
Language falters under it." 

" O f that ineffable essence which we call Spirit, 
he that thinks most will say least. W e can foresee 
God in the coarse, as it were, distant phenomena of 
matter ; but when we try to define and describe him-
self, both language and thought desert us, and we are 
as helpless as fools and savages."1 Yet Emerson is 
greatly displeased with that language which leaves 
God out. Better to try and try, and constantly fail, 
than be disloyal. " That which shows God in me, 
fortifies me. That which shows God out of me, 
makes me a wart and a wen. There is no longer a 
necessary reason for my being. Already the long 
shadows of untimely oblivion creep over me, and I 
shall decease forever."2 The greatness of Jesus was 
that there at last was a man who was " t r u e to what 
is in you and me." It is everything to know that the 
gleams which flash across the mind are not ours but 
God's. We may not detect at first the difference 
between that which is finite and that which is infinite. 
But if we trust our instinct, court nature, overcome 
servitude to tradition, books, creeds and models, we 
shall begin to enjoy first-hand power and insights. 
Then life will begin to assume an adjustment between 
the divine moments and those that are forever 
secondary. Books, for example, are for our idle 
hours . The one thing of value is the active soul, and 
man is truly active when he lives with God. " When 
we can read God directly, the hour is too precious 
to be wasted in other men's transcripts of their 
r ead ings . " 3 

In the " O v e r - s o u l " Emerson has come nearest to 
i Namre. 3 The American Scholar. 
2 Divinity School Address. 
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226 UNITY. 

telling what he meant by this divine element. The 
language is sometimes vague and ambiguous, but one 
can read between the lines. " Man is a stream whose 
source is hidden. Our being is descending into us 
from we know not whence. I am constrained every 
moment to acknowledge a higher origin for events 
than the will I call mine . . . I desire and look up 
and put myself in the attitude of reception, but from 
some alien energy the visions come . . . Every 
man's words who speaks from that life must sound 
vain to those who do not dwell in the same thought 
on their own account. I dare not speak for it. My 
words do not carry its august sense; they all fall 
short and cold. Only itself can inspire whom it will, 
and behold! their speech shall be lyrical, and sweet, 
and universal as the rising of the wind." No one can 
tell precisely what part of the higher life is of God 
alone, what from man, and no one need try; "for in 
that ineffable union the soul is fulfilling its proper 
and highest function. That which flows into the soul 
is the universal life ere it is differentiated. The soul 
beholds wholes, essence, such as justice, love, power, 
back of and within their particular manifestation. 
Time is no longer a condition; the soul possesses 
time, and dissolves events into laws and values. 
Life is no less rich than before; the soul has lost 
nothing and is as truly individual; it has come to 
its own, found the real environment of all being. 
Hence the soul is able to anticipate the events of 
man's objective life. Men no longer seem to be 
isolated and meaningless fragments. There is a Some-
what that unites them all and which will inspire all. 
Call that One what you will, express it in your own 
way. Withal , be a man, do your work, pursue your 
interests to the end. But in all your calculations 
remember henceforth to take account of the highest 
law. Ground your life in that pure consciousness, 
and your whole thought will gradually expand to its 
great proportiqns. 

Emerson lives in awareness of the same great 
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THE METHOD OF EMERSON. c27 

Presence when he is alone with nature, and his poems 
are often more successful than his prose in suggesting 
the " ineffable ." 

" If I could put my woods in song, 
And tell what's there enjoyed, 

All men would to my garden throng 
And leave the cities void. 

" Wondering voices in the air, 
And murmurs in the wold 

Speak what I cannot declare, 
Yet cannot all withhold." 

The first great thought, then, is Emerson 's poetic 
disclosure of his inner life, his belief in the environ-
ing Spirit as the supreme reality. In " N a t u r e " h e 
expresses this thought very clearly when he says, 
" Man is conscious of a universal soul within or 
behind his individual life, wherein, as in a firmament, 
the natures of Justice, Truth, Love, Freedom, arise 
and shine. This universal soul he calls Reason; it 
is not mine or thine, or his, but we are its; we are 
its property and men. And the blue sky in which 
the private earth is buried, the sky with its eternal 
calm, and full of everlasting orbs, is the type of 
reason." 

One must first be aware of this soul which animates 
all men, and to which all men are " i n l e t s , " in order 
to have somewhat to say; and if one have found the 
Spirit, the expression will take care of itself. No 
plan of ours can equal the method of the Spirit. " I 
cannot ," says Emerson, " n o r can any man speak 
precisely of things so sublime, but it seems to me the 
wit of man, his strength, his grace, his tendency, his 
art, is the grace and the presence of God. It is 
beyond explanation. When all is said and done, the 
rapt saint is the only logician."4 

On account of this belief in the Over-soul, and 
because of his many mystical sentences, Emerson has 
been frequently classed as a mystic in the negative 
sense. In the " O v e r - s o u l " he indulges in such 
expressions as these, " T h e . a c t of seeing and the 

4 Method of Nature. 
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32 8 UNITY. 

thing seen, the seer and the spectacle, the subject and 
the object, are one." With him the term " s o u l " 
meant interchangeably God or man; and in some 
sentences he practically loses sight of man. Some of 
the administers of Hindoo mysticism have found such 
resemblances to Oriental pantheism that they declare 
Emerson to be an exponent of it in other terms. 
Again, devotees of Sweden borg have said that he 
derived his inspiration from the great mystic of the 
North. But Emerson is forever Emerson. He 
borrowed freely, but only what expressed himself. It 
would be a serious mistake to judge him by his poem 
" Brahma," which happens to be almost a literal 
rendering of a Hindoo idea. It would be equally 
erroneous to declare that his spiritual philosophy was 
borrowed from Swedenborg, who was only one of 
many who helped him to find himself. 

Deeper than the fact of his borrowings was the 
discernment which enabled him to steer clear of the 
irrational and the visionary. Emerson is a wholly 
safe guide, where in the writings of Swedenborg one 
must make allowances for visionary exaggerations. 
Again, he is strong where Oriental pantheism is weak. 
One cannot even judge him by the mysticism of the 
"Over - sou l . " It is necessary to put statement with 
statement, combine essay with essay, to find his 
complex meaning. If in one sentence he is a pan-
theist, in ten he is an individualist of the most 
pronounced American type. His works are rather 
the correctives of most mystical systems. There is an 
entire absence of the assurance and ill-concealed 
dogmatism which so often make the claimants of 
mysticism offensive. Emerson makes no great claims 
for himself. He is no self-centered egotist. He 
simply endeavors to describe, as well as language can 
describe, the poetic facts of the higher life. H e seeks 
to transcend the personal and the historical. That 
is precisely why he is so truly original, so decidedly 
himself. That is also why he really is a prophet of 
God, why one feels his revelations to be genuine, n 0 t 
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THE METHOD OF EMERSON. 3*9 

tinged with those suspicions of insanity which some-
time mar the writings of the mystics. 

T h e typical mystic is one who becomes so filled 
with the divine vision, as he interprets it, that he 
forgets that he is interpreting. Hence he slanders 
reason, denies the personal equation, and falls into all 
sorts of speculative absurdities, unaware that he is 
the more clearly revealing his own limitations. In 
his ecstasy, the mystic declares that this universe is 
God, or that he himself is Brahman, the Absolute. 
But Emerson does not tend that way; he is never 
disloyal either to man or to reason. He pleads above 
all for recognition of the divine presence, as each 
individual man may know it. Thus Emerson stands 
in the front rank among the great seers of the ages 
who have brought God near. He really reveals God. 
The conduct which he advises men to adopt is the 
conduct of the devout theist, not that of the pantheist. 
He did not bid man lose himself in blissful con-
templation. He did not counsel asceticism, nor was 
he in the least degree occult, pessimistic, or fond of 
the ecstatically abnormal. He neither exalted him-
self as a seer of visions, nor inculcated a method of 
self-absorption. His thought was distinctly ethical, 
as opposed to the implied denial of any real basis for 
ethics in pantheistic systems. He enunciated a great 
law, called man's attention to his infinite resources, 
the possibilities of guidance, of vigorous manliness. 
" W e hear that we may speak," he said. Man is an 
active being. Each must play his part in the world; 
the fact that we are here shows that each of us can 
contribute his share. Instead of losing himself in 
ecstatic bliss, instead of sinking himself in the great 
whole, man should take the opposite course, namely, 
believe his own thought, express his own life, be not 
only " M a n Thinking " but Man Acting. 

" Y o u r goodness must have some edge to it else 
it is none . . . Do your work and I shall know you. 
Do your work, and you shall reinforce yourself . . . 
Every new mind is a new classification. Insist on 
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33° UNITY. 

yourself; never imitate. Do that which is assigned 
to you, and you cannot hope too much or dare too 
much."5 It is because Emerson encourages every 
man to be himself, to reverence his private thought 
and reveal it as of real worth, that he has been so 
inspiring to multitudes of men. He declares that 
" i n t o every intelligence there is a door which is 
never closed, through which the Creator passes . " 
" T h a t which each can do best, none but his Maker 
can teach h i m . " " A man is entitled to be valued by 
his best moment ." But we must grant the same 
privileges to every human soul. " You are trying to 
make that man another you. One's enough." " N a t u r e 
never rhymes her children." W e must remember 
both that "dedicat ion to one thought is quickly 
odious," and that the power of a man increases steadily 
by continuance in one direct ion." " N o t h i n g is more 
rare in any man than an act of his own." Man must 
then learn that nothing is at last sacred but the 
integrity of his own mind, that " each individual soul 
is such by virtue of its being a power to translate the 
world into some particular language of its own." In 
so far as we have really lived and thought, and can 
abandon ourselves to the poetic expression of our 
individual experience, each of us has a message to 
give which no one else can report as well, which no 
one can imitate, which is essential even to God. 

Emerson does not teach this self-trust because he 
believes, with some of the mystics, that we are in 
reality one great Being, but because truth is so great 
and life so rich that it needs us one and all to express 
it. God is not sufficient by Himself, but must have 
nature to reveal Him. Nature is inadequate; there 
must be human life, too. It makes little difference 
to Emerson what you call nature; you must at least 
respect it as of worth, as such, as teaching its lesson, 
revealing its own beauty, yet eternally revealing the 
divine Being. God speaks to man through nature, 
but also in the inmost recesses of the soul. There is 

5 Sell-reliance. 
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a sense in wbicb one must say that man and God are 
one, that the union is "ineffable in every act of the 
sou l . " It would be profane to undertake to draw a 
dist inction, and say: This much God said; this 
came from my own wit; there Spirit ceases, and here 
my poor self begins. The higher the soul is lifted, 
and the more fully God speaks, the larger allowance 
mus t be made for that element which no analysis 
can detect. But no writer is more true than Emerson 
to the human side of this gracious union. The won-
der and beauty of it all is made the greater by the 
constant reminder that these great moments are 
unusual , that they are but flashes of an indescribable 
glory which illumines the mind for a moment, only to 
leave it with a deepened sense of its own infinitude. 
Emerson confesses that all the days are so uncom-
fortable while they pass that he wonders how he was 
ever able to accomplish anything. 

" Our moods do not believe in each other. Today 
I am full of thoughts, and can write what I please. 
I see no reason why I should not have the same 
thought, the same power of expression, tomorrow. 
W h a t I write, whilst I write, seems the most natural 
thing in the world, but yesterday I saw a dreary 
vacuity in this direction where now I see so much; 
and a month hence I doubt not, I shall wonder who 
he was who wrote so many continuous pages."6 

Thus the human and the divine run side by side 
in Emerson, and we must take account of both factors, 
both his power and that which was beyond him. 

" C a n s t thou copy in verse one chime 
Of the wood-bell's peal auri cry, 

Wr i t e in a book the morning's prime, 
Or match with words that tender sky? 

Wonderful verse of the gods, 
Of one import , of varied tone; 

They chan t the bliss of their abodes 
T o man imprisoned in his own." 

When Emerson admits his inability to say what 
he would, it is because he is so keenly aware of the 

6 Circlet. 
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tremendous conditions put upon one who would 
report the realities of things. He sees such truth 
alike in our finitude, in nature and in society, that 
he would fain be true to all. To sunder is to mar. 
Only " the perfect whole " suffices, yet in that bound-
less beauty all the parts reside, without injury or 
neglect. "A beauty not explicable is dearer than a 
beauty which we can see the end of." 

" Chide me not, laborious band, 
For the idle flowers I brought; 

Every aster in my hand 
Goes home loaded with a thought. 

' ' There was never mystery 
But 'tis figured in the flowers; 

Was never sacred history 
But birds tell it in the bowers. 

" One harvest from thy field 
Homeward brought the oxen strong; 

A second crop thine acres yield, 
Which I gather in a song." 

[7b be concluded in July Unity.} 

The only thing that will inspire us with the grace 
of God, is to get it. Godlike motives and desires are 
the grace of God. It is impossible to practice the 
Golden Rule without this grace. W e can't intellect-
ually see what we ought to do to others, but with this 
grace we shall perceive what God's child should do. 
There is no way for humanity to be taught of God 
except for each one to imbibe the grace of God. I t 
is a Godlike feeling, speaking, and doing. The Spirit 
of Truth and Wisdom is always here. Still we can-
not use it until it is revealed to us. When we get it, 
we shall be young, healthy, pure, kind, gentle and 
gracious. If we lack, it is because in our conscious-
ness we have not the grace of God. 

— FANNY M. HARLEY. 

: Today of all days is the one to live." 
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CONCENTRATION AND 
DEMONSTRATION. 

CASSIUS A. SHAFER. 

This is not a new subject of study, but a better 
understanding of the law, under which we are all living 
and working, gives it an importance that it has not here-
tofore received, except by those who have sought to 
know the underlying law of success in life. Concen-
tration is the law of success. The first thing for us 
to do is to realize that we are living in a world where 
law and not chance obtains. W e have taken too 
much for granted, and have thought that we had 
nothing to do with the ordering of the affairs of life, 
our part being merely to enjoy or suffer, as the case 
may be, thankful that matters were well with us, or 
grateful that they were no worse. But a better under-
standing reveals life to us in a new light, and places 
man in a new relation to it. W e have looked upon the 
experiences that people are getting from the use of 
their powers, and have said, " T h a t is life," and in 
many instances, " I t is not worth the living." W e 
have believed sin, sickness and trouble the inevitable 
lot of mankind, and that very little, if any, responsi-
bility lay at our own door for what came to us. 

But is that true? No. W e now see that an angry 
God, or an all-powerful devil has had nothing to do 
with the trouble the world has suffered. Our subject 
is Concentration and Demonstration, and I will ask, 
W h a t has the race been concentrating its attention 
upon for ages? I do not believe in holding up the 
negative side of life for perusal, but it serves here as the 
most perfect object lesson upon the subject before us, 
so I will trespass a little and presume upon its will-
ingness to be held up for inspection. So I will ask, 
What has the race been concentrating upon for ages? 
the goodness of God? the beauty and grandeur of 
the image and likeness of God? the goodness of 
man? the privilege and pleasure and satisfaction, as 
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334 UNITY. 

well as the responsibility of living? Not to any 
great extent. W e all know what has been the s t ream 
of silent, as well as spoken, thought that has flowed 
forth for ages. Some selfish aspect of existence has 
filled the thoughts of men continually, and that has 
been concentration, and the demonstration has 
been the evil with which the"world seems to be filled. 
Every disease named in the medical books is the resul t 
of ages of steadfast selfish thinking. Every woe tha t 
wears upon the souls of the men and women abou t 
us in the answering cry of the criticism, the condem-
nation and curses that have been sent forth upon the 
works of creation. If you send forth your word of 
condemnation upon bird or beast, or upon herb or 
rock, upon the insensate things about your home, like 
the stove or the chairs, or upon your clothes, or upon 
the so-called villain that lies in the county jail for 
murder, that word goes forth and rests with its tale of 
woe, its unmerited curse, upon some weak soul who 
knows no better than to believe in evil, and you will 
need then to organize societies like the Home Mission 
bands, the Litt le Sisters of the Poor, the charity 
hopitals, and the like, to go and alleviate the suffering, 
care for the demented and provide for the families of 
the inebriate. 

That is what man has been concentrating upon 
for ages. His curses have fallen on every side, and 
I do not mean the so-called profanity of the low and 
vulgar alone, but the criticism and condemnation of 
anything by the so-called good, refined and intelligent 
portion of society. Criticism is withering, condem-
nation is blighting. It is spoken of this man or that 
woman, of this or that thing, but who can tell 
where it will fall? Perhaps upon yourself only, and 
you wonder why you are no wiser, no happier; but 
fall it will somewhere. Look about you and you will 
see the concentrated thought and speech of the ages 
demonstrated, but the picture is not one to delight 
the eye, so we who can see beyond the veil will look 
it away. 
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CONCENTRATION AND DEMONSTRATION. 335 

But in spite of all the ages of concentration on 
s in , sickness, evil, the power of the devil, and the fear 
of hell, the buoyancy and hope, the brightness and 
cheer, the aspiration and faith, the belief in eternal 
good on the part of the children, have succeeded in 
saving Christendom from the tomb it insisted upon 
digging for itself. The parents and the ministry 
have had in mind a constant looking forward for 
judgment, dreading some evil, fearing some punish-
ment. The children have disregarded all that and 
fixed their steadfast attention, with a lively expecta-
tion, upon some aspect of good, and thus they have 
kept the race in a continual state of wonder, where 
the kingdom of heaven is, over yonder or right here in 
the little child. (Mark 10:15.) If the children only 
knew that they do not have to take up the parents ' 
burdens where they lay them down, the world would 
quickly come out into the broad, bright, shining light 
of God's love and know that there is no evil, but that 
all is good. 

The first thing for us to recognize is that God is 
Law and God is All. So we are living under law. 
People often ask, when they begin to learn of this 
now doctrine, if they can learn to prophesy. I say, 
yes; with an exactness that would startle you, 
perhaps, if you were to know it, for whatsoever you 
concentrate your attention upon, you may prophesy, 
will come forth. The evil that the world experiences 
has not come forth unbidden, for the Creator pro-
nounced the verdict of " G o o d " upon all. That is 
true because every man creates or makes his own 
world. He accepts things as they seem to be and 
falls in and makes his life conform to appearances, or 
he has the privilege of ascending to his Father , as 
Jesus has done, which is a state of mind where evil 
is unknown. 

Now, that is why we are all learning about con-
centration. We feel that we need to create a new 
world for ourselves, and we know that we have to 
understand the law of creation. W e find it to be a 
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336 UNITY. 

law of Mind action, thinking, because we are spiritual 
beings, and all creation is spiritual. " W h a t s o e v e r , 
a man soweth (believes, thinks, speaks) , that shall 
he also r eap . " Man has seemed to find the world 
created, and has believed that, since he did not appear 
to have had any hand in creating it, he was not 
responsible for it. But a better knowledge reveals 
to him the truth that each one is responsible for his 
condition, and for much, probably, that does not seem 
to attach to him now. A knowledge of that respon-
sibility reveals the way out. It is the law that has 
brought man where he is. Then the law must 
extricate him, and it will.- The Law is Good. If by 
thinking and believing evil I bring upon myself 
unpleasant conditions, thinking and believing good 
will get me out of those conditions, and bring me the 
good I so much desire. 

Now comes the application of the law. W e must 
be able to distinguish between the real and the 
unreal. W e have had enough of that which was 
unreal because not good, so we will set to work to 
study the real. W e must study the good we desire. 
W e must have a firm foundation for our work, so we 
must know the imperishable nature and omnipres-
ence of Good. Then fix the attention steadfastly 
upon bringing it forth. If good is real, evil is unreal . 
Then we must not stop to quarrel with evil on our 
way to realize good. Let go of it entirely. Declare 
that there is no evil, and know it. Jesus said, 
" R e s i s t not evil." James says, " R e s i s t the 'devi l 
and he will flee from you. Draw nigh to God and 
he will draw nigh to you." That is, resist your 
inclination to believe that there is another power 
than Good, and immediately turn your attention to 
some aspect of Good. Turn your back upon evil, 
know it not, and steadfastly behold Good. 

The musician concentrates upon music many 
hours each day with great earnestness. The artist 
concentrates upon his profession day and night. 
The lawyer concentrates upon law. The doctor 
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wishes there only was some little bit of law or cer-
tainty to concentrate upon; but, working under no 
law or certain knowledge, he has to have the privilege 
of killing people without being amenable to the law. 
The doctor alone of all the people in the community 
has the right to kill people, and he is so selfish that 
he wants a monopoly upon the business. H e is so 
supremely egotistical and important, as a result of his 
privilege, that he will not even let people die without 
his written permit. And the legislature gives him 
the authority he demands. That is demonstration 
for you. The minister concentrates upon the inse-
curity of life, the nearness of the devil, and the too 
often far-away-ness of God. The undertaker follows 
on the heels of the doctor, as a sort of complement to 
him and the minister, and concentrates upon the 
grave. Each has his lesson for us. Concentration 
is the law of success. Whatever you concentrate 
upon you will draw about you. 

Jesus said, " T h o u shalt love the Lofd thy God 
with all thy heart and soul and mind and strength, 
and thy neighbor as thyself." Is that hard? It 
ought not to be, for that is the law of good. That 
will fill our lives with good, for the Lord thy God is 
the law of thy good, and thy neighbor's welfare is 
thine own. Know that there is no evil, and then 
fasten your attention upon the statement, "All is 
Good." Hold fast to that day after day, night after 
night, till evil fades from before your sight. Sickness 
is good, for it is the law driving out the beliefs of 
evil that health may come forth. Every manifesta-
tion is good, because the law is behind it, 
demonstrating good. There is nothing but good to 
demonstrate, and it must be demonstrated right here, 
but to demonstrate to the consciousness it must be 
believed in and thought about, talked about, written 
about and beheld everywhere. Demonstration is 
always along the same lines as the concentration, 
but it does not always appear quickly. How long 
do the artist and the musician concentrate upon 
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their life work before they bring forth the measure of 
success that satisfies them? Is their work to be 
compared with that of proving health and many other 
aspects of the Good? 

Wha t we need is understanding, redeemed imagi-
nation, faith, and we can bring forth whatsoever we 
will. " T o him that believeth all things are possible ." 
" I n due season ye shall reap, if ye faint not (do not 
give u p ) . " " B e ye steadfast, unmovable, always 
abounding in the work of the Lord , " that is, in 
demonstrating the law of good. 

U N D A U N T E D . 

ANNA MCGOWAN. 

I will climb to the heights where I placed my mark 
l a youth's bright morn when the heart was young; 

I will climb though dangers beset my path, 
I will sing the song by the victor sung. 

Though I stumble and fall in my zeal to rise, 
While down I will plant some kindly seed 

Amongithe lowly and lost of earth, 
Which will sprout and grow to the lost one's need. 

Yes, while I am down in the vale of defeat 
I can comfort some heart that is sad with care; 

I can scatter some seeds of a glorious Truth 
That will lift some erring one out of despair. 

As I struggle again to my weary feet, 
And, searching the path where I weakly fell, 

I find that the rock which had caused my wreck 
Was a guide-post barring the gate to hell. 

The fall is bitter to A soul untried, 
But lo! when I rise what joy to know 

That the stumble was only a stepping-stone, 
That the fall was upward, and kindly the blow. 

But all around seems a dreary waste; 
No beauteous vision to greet the eye; 

Where the treadmill of life seems vainly spent, 
And no hand hath sown in the days gone by. 

In visions I see such a grand array 
Of missions and duties I long to face; 

But no, the burden I lift today, 
I must carry up to its shining place. 

On this dreary waste I will sow my seed, 
Till the desert blossom, till the storm is calm; 

Then flowers and fruit I shall leave behind 
As I scale the heights with the victor's palm. 
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Lesson T2. dune 21. 
P A U L S CHARGE TO TIMOTHY.—II. Timothy 3:14, 4:8. 

GOLDEN T E X T — There is laid up for me a crown of 
righteousness.— II. Timothy 4:8. 

T h e things which we have truly " learned and are 
assured of" are not written in any book. Truth does 
not come from without, but from a conviction within the 
mind based upon understanding. A doctrine based 
upon Scripture alone is fallible and changeable. W e 
can never be established in Truth until we see clearly 
that it is founded upon universal law, and open to 
the minds of all who seek for it, whether they have 
ever seen the Scriptures or not. The Scriptures do 
not make Tru th ; they are the statements of those who 
have found the Truth and who want to tell about it 
for the edification of others. W e had as well claim 
that the history of Columbus' discovery of America 
includes the creation of America as to claim that 
Truth and the Scriptures are one. 

" K n o w i n g of whom thou hast learned them." 
Jesus said the Holy Spirit, the Comforter, should 
come and lead into all Truth. This is the " O n e " 
referred to by Paul. The Scriptures as we have 
them today were not in existence; much of the New 
Testament had not been written. The Revised 
Version says: " E v e r y Scripture inspired of God is 
also profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correc-
tion, for instruction, which is r ighteousness." This 
is very different from the statement in the Old 
Version that all Scripture is inspired. " G i v e n by 
inspiration of G o d " is literally "God-brea thed . " 
If God ever breathed into the mind of man, is H e 
not now breathing? We open ourselves to this 
inspiration, or inbreathing, of God by our thoughts 
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and words. If our minds are rilled with the idea 
that inspiration ceased with Moses, or Jesus, or Paul, 
or some modern high priestess or priest, then we 
plug up the stream of God-thought flowing to us, 
and no revelation comes direct. What we get is 
second-handed — we measure it by the authority which 
we have set up as the final Word of God to man. 

Jesus Christ is the standard. It is his "appear-
ing," the setting up of his "kingdom," the judging 
of " the quick and the dead," that tries the mettle of 
the man. When the Perfect Man begins to assert 
himself in us there is an "appearing" of a higher 
standard of right and wrong. Our thoughts are 
brought to judgment. The thoughts of life, the 
"quick," and the thoughts of death, the "dead," 
are tried by the Truth, and those only let into the 
kingdom of God within us which chord with Principle. 
The " word'' of this Truth must be declared constantly 
" in season and out of season." Those who grow 
lax in this respect find themselves falling back into 
mortal thought and material ways. 

The firm state of faith in the invisible powers, 
which we build up by our oft repeated meditations 
and statements of Truth, stands us in good hand 
when our minds come to that place where our "ears 
itch " for new teachings — a fuller explanation of the 
mysteries of the doctrine. Such a time always comes 
to those who are passing through the regeneration. 
If one is well grounded in the Principle, and has the 
substance invisible well established in consciousness, 
there is but little danger of "turning aside into 
fables." The consciousness of Truth having done 
its work in the mind thoroughly, and fulfilled the 
law of body regeneration, gives assurance of a lifting 
up of the whole man — " I am ready to be offered, the 
time of my departure is at hand." 

The " crown of righteousness " is the fulfilling of 
the Divine Law and the resurrection of the body. 
This is fulfilled literally in those who "fight the good 
fight, ' the overcoming of error with Truth. This 
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does not mean the death of the body and a great 
resurrection day away off in the future, but, as clearly 
taught by Paul, a new state of mind every time we 
overcome some mortal error, and a clearer realization 
in body of the one omnipresent Substance. " I die 
daily." " T h i s mortal must put on the immortal ." 
The Spirit that quickened Jesus shall quicken your 
mortal bodies. 

Lesson 13. dune 28. 
REVIEW. 

GOLDEN T E X T — The Lord shall deliver me from 
every evil work and will preserve me unto his heavenly 
kingdom.— II . Timothy 4:18. 

LESSON I. Paul's Farewell to Ephesus.—Acts 20:28-38. 

Central Truth: Beware the demoralizing effect 
of reflected error thoughts. 

I AM Affirmation: My silent affirmation of the 
Truth of Being builds a wall of defense about me. 

LESSON 11. The Resurrection.— I. Cor. 15:20,21,50-58. 

Central Truth: The resurrection of the body is 
accomplished by casting sin out of the mind. 

I AM Affirmation: My body is in essence spiritual 
substance, and free from all the corruptions of 
mortality. 

LESSON HI. The Law of Love. — Romans 13:7-14. 

Central Truth: The desire for the " more abund-
ant life " is good and should be gratified. 

I AM Affirmation: I do not desire the stimulants 
of sense, but the satisfying energy of the Holy 
Spirit. 

LESSON IV. Paul's Journey to Jerusalem.—Acts 21:3-12. 

Central Tru th : Truth is a power that moves the 
whole man right forward to its demonstration 
in spite of all obstacles. 

I AM Affirmation: I am ready to give up all for 
the sake of Truth. 
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LESSON v. Paul Arrested.—Acts 21:30-39. 

Central Truth : In Spirit there is no apartness o r 
separation. 

I AM Affirmation: I in thee and thou in me and 
they in us. 

LESSON VI. The Plot Against Paul.—Acts 23:12-22. 

Central Truth: Stand by the Spirit, and it will 
stand by you. 

I AM Affirmation: I will, in spite of all false 
appearances, be loyal to the Spirit. 

LESSON vil. Paul Before Felix.—Acts 24:10-16, 24-26. 

Central Tru th : Truth in its own defense quietly 
states the facts of the Principle, and awaits 
results. 

I AM Affirmation: My conscience centred in God 
is peaceful and harmonious. 

LESSON VIII. Paul Before Agrippa.—Acts 26:19-29. 

Central Truth: The remembrance of spiritual 
illumination must be kept bright by good works. 

I AM Affirmation: I am not in delusion when the 
light of a higher understanding shines about me 
at mid-day, but in the presence of Tru th and 
soberness. 

LESSON IX. The Life-Giving Spirit.— Romans 8:1-14. 

Central Truth: The Divine Mind is at home in 
the perfect man-mind only. 

I AM Affirmation: " T h e Law of the Spirit of Life 
in Christ Jesus made me free from the law of 
sin and death ." 

LESSON x. Paul's Voyage and Shipwreck.— Acts 
27:33-44-

Central Tru th : In the storms of mortal thought, 
in sickness and mental turmoil, affirm the 
safety and security of those who trust in God-
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I AM Affirmation: I am grounded in the substance 
of Spirit, and cannot fail. 

LESSON xi. Paul at Rome.—Acts 28:16-24, 30, 31. 

Central Truth: Though in the very citadel of 
worldly thought and bound with its chains, 
continue to proclaim the Truth. 

I AM Affirmation: Truth cannot be bound nor 
its statements suppressed. To all the world I 
proclaim that which the Spirit within teaches 
me. 

LESSON xii. Paul's Charge to Timothy.— I I . Timothy 
3:14, 4:8. 

Central Tru th : The sound doctrine is that of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 

I AM Affirmation: My crown of righteousness is 
in doing every day the will of the Spirit 
Universal. 

THIRD QUARTER. 
Lesson 1. duly 5. 

ISRAEL ASKING FOR A KING.—I. Sam. 8:1-10. 

GOLDEN TEXT—Prepare your hearts unto the Lord, 
and serve him only.— I. Sam. 7:3. 

The esoteric meaning of the word Samuel is given 
in the Hebrew, first, "Asked of God;" second, 
" H e a r d of God." He symbolizes that faculty of 
man that asks for Divine Wisdom, and receives it. 
Samuel was a judge ruling Israel, instead of a king, 
and also a prophet. In this he represents the innate 
sound judgment native to man, which depends upon 
Divine revelation for guidance. He was a Nazarite 
from his birth, and spent his childhood under Eli in 
the sacred tent at Shiloh, and had grown up secluded 
from the world, '* dressed in his linen ephod, his 
long locks over his shoulders, on which no razor was 
ever to pass . " This all fitly represents that natural 
intuition which has its centre of consciousness in 
the inmost recesses of the soul, and the strength 
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and vitality of which has never been curUiled by 
artificial limitation. This natural intuitive faculty is 
an integral part of man's consciousness, and if it 
were cultivated with right understanding, would 
always be a safe guide. 

But in the development of the whole conscious-
ness certain relations between spirit, soul and body 
have to be adjusted and reconciled. Intuition gets 
"old." Samuel was reported to be about seventy 
when this demand for a king was made. The intui-
tion loses its vigor and gets inattentive. Its sons, 
Joel, signifies "Jehovah is God;" and Abiah, "Jeho-
vah is my Father," are right affirmations, but they 
become enamoured with the things of this world, 
"turned aside after lucre." One may be in constant 
touch with God in the inner depths of being, and the 
thoughts, or "sons ," that arise from thence be in 
line with truth, yet the temptations of the world 
gradually lead into thinking material possessions 
important. This is spiritual selfishness. When we 
get selfish in our spiritual work we begin to infringe 
upon the rights of the material world, and that realm 
then wants the ruling power transferred from the 
spiritual to the material plane of consciousness. 

The demand for a king is a call for temporal 
arbitrary rule instead of spiritual guidance, with its 
freedom and righteousness. 

But the mortal sometimes clamors so for organized 
rule in both the religious and the secular life that the 
Lord permits it to set up a kingdom and try this make-
shift of ignorance. The whole human family is today in 
bondage to this idea, and the burdens of royalty and 
the tyranny of secular rulers is palpable testimony to 
the "manner of the king." In England today it 
requires ten per cent, of every man's income to pay 
his taxes. This is a parallel of that bondage which 
one puts himself in who allows his religious life to 
be influenced by doctrines, creeds or any inflexible 
rules. Every man should be a law unto himself, 
responsible only to God. Jesus is the guide in this 
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respect. He was free, and he bad power, because 
b e was not bound by human limitations of any 
character. He said, "Call no man on earth father, 
for one is your Father, God." 

L e s s o n 2 . duly 12. 
S A U L C H O S E N K I N G . — I . Sam. 10:17-27. 

GOLDEN TEXT — The Lord is our king: he will save 
us.— Isa. 33:22. 

A transformation is about to take place — the 
dominant centre of action in consciousness is to be 
changed from Spiritual Intuition (Samuel) to Per-
sonal Will (Saul) . Our thoughts are substance in a 
state of radiation. They revolve around given 
centres in the mental realm, which have physical 
localities. Those are physiologically termed gang-
lionic centres. Mizpeh means watch tower, which 
we discern refers to the brain centre in the very top 
of the head. 

These changes that occur in consciousness are not 
always understood from the sense plane. We know 
that a change is taking place in our minds and bodies, 
but we do not clearly discern what it is. The Lord, 
or law of our being, is doing its silent work, and we 
are not observing the process because of our dense 
materiality of thought. We know that we do not 
have the same spiritual discernment that we once 
had — that a certain sense darkness has obscured the 
light, and we are not in touch with the realm of 
Spirit. When such is the case, the change from a 
dominant centre in Spirit to a dominant centre in 
matter has taken place substantially as described in 
the text of this lesson. 

Personal Will is of the tribe of Benjamin (Faith) . 
Faith in God is that which moves to action from a 
spiritual standpoint. Faith in ourselves is the 
fulcrum which makes up Personal Will. The tribe is 
what we are in relation to God, and the family is 
what we are in relation to personality. This new 
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king, or controlling centre, is of the Matri (prison) 
family. This means limitation. Kish, his father, 
means hard, difficult. All these symbols indicate the 
character of the state of consciousness in which 
Personal Will is cast. When he was wanted he 
could not be found, which is'characteristic of Per-
sonal Will. He had hid himself " among the stuff." 
Personality is always hiding itself among the " stuff" 
of materiality. It is not always modesty, but a real 
love for the "baggage." 

When he was brought forth he was found to be 
physically "head and shoulders" above all the 
people. This pleased them greatly. Sense con-
sciousness likes the "drum major" with his stately 
stride and waving plume. In the early history of the 
race it is observed that the nations desired for their 
leaders men of physical might. Homer represents 
Ajax as " towering o'er all with head and shoulders 
broad," and Virgil paints Turnus who "out-tops the 
foremost chieftains by a head." " T h e prevelance of 
this feeling of regard for personal bulk and stature is 
seen in the sculptures of ancient Egypt, Assyria, and 
Persia, and even in the modern paintings of the last 
named nation, in which the soverign is invested with 
gigantic proportions in comparison with the persons 
around him," says Kitto. 

The limited range of action and power of one 
governed by Personal Will is indicated by " T h e n 
Samuel told the people the manner of the kingdom, 
and wrote it in a book, and laid it up before the 
Lord." Personality is governed by fixed laws, and is 
never allowed the liberty of originating anything 
outside of the peculiar family environment in which 
it is born. "Then Saul went to his house to 
Gibeah " (a hill), which means the forehead, which is 
the seat of action of Personal Will, and to which it 
is usually confined by the purely intellectual person. 

"Words are but the garment of thought." 
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THE ENCIRCLING GOOD. 
M R S . B E S S I E P. U M S T O T . 

Paper read before the Chicago Truth Students, April ist. 1903. 

AN, the image of God, is composite in 
nature. He is all-inclusive, being the 
epitome of creation. In the infinite variety 
contained in the genus Man, we find all 
that is needful in the working out of the 

economy of existence, for all that God is and does is 
fully expressed in Its perfect Idea. In the threefold 
nature of man there is no discord, no clashing, 
because of the harmonious relativity and activity 
between the Divine, spiritual and natural organisms. 
They each have a place in the Encircling Good and 
a part in the working out of the Divine plan, and we 
may not lightly ignore any factor in the harmonious 
whole, which in essence, nature and purpose is one 
with the Absolute Good. 

Being, the unit of Expression, is the storehouse of 
God — the great reservoir continually fed from the 
God-fountain, whence we draw our supply for daily 
needs. In Being is locked up the answer to every 
problem which confronts the existent soul. In its 
hidden recesses lies the fulfillment of every desire, 
every longing, every aspiration of the heart and soul. 
In t ruth, all good spiritual and all good temporal is 
stored in the great supply-house of the Father , ready 
to be appropriated by whomsoever will come unto 
H i m through a sense of Divine Sonship. 

T h e substance of things hoped for — the living 
reality of all we need to feed, clothe and house, both 
soul and body, is now, always was, and evep will be 
safe in the Encircling Good—jus t waiting to be 
spoken into visibility. That is ours to do. The only 
th ing that stands between us and the conscious pos-
session of this bountiful supply, lying latent, is our 
ignorant , mistaken sense about it. By this false mental 
a t t i tude breeds lack of faith. Because of a distorted 
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view-point and consequent self-imposed limitation, 
we side-track the supply that is on its way to us. 
The reason we at times feel discouraged and seem to 
ourselves to be restricted in means, is because we 
judge according to appearances and not according to 
God's bounty, which is the only true criterion. 

Recognition, which is but another name for 
understanding faith, is the key which unlocks the 
storehouse that holds our spiritual possessions. 
Without this open sesame we are forever barred from 
what is potentially ours. At times, with clarified 
vision, we catch glimpses of our heavenly inheritance, 
and in a vague, uncertain way theorize about the 
beauties and benefits of the Encircling Good, but all 
to no avail, for simply talking about it will never bring 
us into the land of plenty, peace and power. In 
order to make actual the desire of our heart, we must 
rise above the plane of appearances, and establish 
our claim to the Divine by holding fast to God, 
despite all seeming hindrances. 

The reason we have "missed the mark" is that 
through ignorance we have in our extremity leaned 
on a broken reed or arm of flesh, and thus have 
asked amiss. The prophet Hosea says, " My people 
perish through lack of knowledge." Truly, soul 
famine confronts every soul that through lack of 
understanding depends upon the external for health, 
wealth, happiness, or any good. The husks of 
materiality may fill, but cannot feed or satisfy the 
starving soul. In reality it craves the bread of 
heaven and wine of the Spirit, and nothing on the 
sense plane can appease this soul hunger. The 
fruits of the Spirit alone can satisfy this inner longing. 
These good things can be attained only through living 
in the realm of the real and true. This is where we 
belong, and all the unrest in our world comes of trying 
to make ourselves at home in a "far country." 
Knowing that heaven is in reality our home, we can 

Mearn to be in the world, and yet not of it. 
Through an understanding heart we may come 
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into possession of more and more of our Divine 
inheritance, and here and now manifest plenty and 
prosperity. If we want the good things of Spirit we 
must get into the current where they abound. In 
order to increase our store of good, spiritual or tem-
poral, we must look away from seeming lack, and 
through understanding declare that we have abun-
dance, for " t o him that hatb shall be given." In 
voicing the truth of our being we magnify the Lord, 
and thus put ourselves in touch with Infinite supply. 

In conclusion, let us for a moment consciously 
face God-ward and center ourselves in the Encircling 
Good, that in this ocean of Love we may lose the 
old limited sense of self that has kept us out of our 
kingdom. In its stead, let us put in our mental slide, 

•a picture, a true likeness of the Divine Self, that it 
may shine through the flesh and be reflected in bodily 
conditions and environment. Limitations, or lack 
of any kind, are not of God, and therefore have no 
place in the Encircling Good of which God is both 
center and circumference. 

"The earth is the Lord ' s and the fullness there-
of." "All that the Father hath is mine." Bear this 
in mind, and " l e t your desire be 'unto the Lord and 
your expectation from Him only." Rest in the Lord 
and be at peace. 

W e all, reflecting as a mirror the character of 
Christ, are transformed into the same image from 
character to character—from a poor character to a 
better one, from a better one to a better still, from 
that to one still more complete, until, by slow degrees, 
the perfect image is attained. Here the solution of 
the problem of sanctification is compressed into a 
sentence. Reflect the character of Christ, and you 
will become like Christ.— HENRY DRUMMOND. 

" Can there be a more uplifting and inspiring 
thought than that all beings are the eternal children 
of an eternal All-loving F a t h e r ? " 
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JBSUS CHRIST, in Matt i8:*9,20, says: "Again I say unto 
you, That if two of you shah agree on earth as touching anything 
that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father which 
is in heaven. For where two or three are gathered in my name, 
there am I in the midst of them.".. 

We are testing this promise daily and finding it absolutely 
true. Jesus Christ is with us today as fully and with as great 
power as he ever was, and he manifests himself to all those who 
spiritually apprehend him. 

Spirit is everywhere; ignorance of the action of mind and its 
laws is what shuts the power of Spirit away from man. 

W e find that when many people hold the same thought there 
is a unity, though they may be separated by thousands of miles, 
and that all who are connected with that unity are in touch with 
higher spiritual states, even Jesus Christ 

Sc there has gradually grown up this Society of Silent Unity, 
in which thousands join every night at 9 o'clock in thinking for a 
few moments one thought, which is given each month in the 
magazine, U N I T Y . This we call the "Class Thought." and every 
member is expected to hold it at least five minutes at the begin-
ning of the silence, in order to make the unity connection; after 
which, "Ask what ye will in my name, and it shall be done 
unto vou." 

Certificates of membership are issued without charge to those 
who make personal written application for them This work 
requires the time of several people at headquarters, and much free 
literature is distributed. To meet these expenses, we ask members 
to send us free-will offerings, as no charge is made for any service 
we render. 

This society has been in existence about thirteen years and has 
over 9,000 registered members. Through its ministry thousands 
have been healed mentally and physically, and its power grows 
stronger day by day. The silent honr is 9 p. M., your local time. 
Geographical difference in time is not a factor in spiritual unity. 

Beginners usually have a great many questions to ask, and 
they require a course of lessons and reading. To such we recom-
mend the " Lessons in Truth," by H. Emilie Cady; price. 75 c. 

U N I T Y is our magazine, which is published monthly and 
contains a large amount of instruction. It should be in the hands 
of every member. The price of it is $1.00 per year. Where 
members take UNITY and the "Cady Lessons" together, we make 
a rate of $1.50 for both. 

The simple request to be enrolled a member of the Silent 
Unity Society is all that is required to join with us. D o not 
expect an extended correspondence, nor even a written reply to 
your letter unless the case urgently demands it. We always 
respond in spirit and you are never neglected, although you do 
not hear from us by post. Address, 

SOCIETY OF SILENT UNITY, 
1315 McGee Street, Kansas City, Mo. 
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THE CLASS THOUGHT. . 
(Held daily at 9 o'clock p. M.) 

dune 20th to duly 20th. 
I am the way, the truth, and the life. 

Noon Thought. 
( Held daily at im. ) 

Ask what ye will in my name and it shall 
be done unto you. 

T H E KINGDOM O F H E A V E N . 

LILLIAN B. THURSTON. 

Has your heart grown sad and weary? 
Are you longing for the day, 

When all doubt and fear and error 
Shall be driven forth to stay? 

Are you tired of restless wanderings — 
Searching vainly everywhere 

For the fount of life's elixir, 
For deliverance from despair? 

Then retire into the chamber 
Of your heart, and close the door, 

So that nothing false can enter — 
Then behold the priceless store 

Which unfolds itself before you 
Like the opening of a rose; 

In the midst you'll find Life's river, 
Which unceasing onward flows 

Oh, the glories of that storehouse! 
Oh, its peace and liberty! 

'Tis the kingdom of God's heaven, 
'Tis the throne of Christ in thee; 

And the walls are all of jasper. 
All that trouble's left without; 

No more sadness, no more worry, 
No more fear nor pain nor doubt. 

'Tis a perfect, calm contentment 
Radiates this heaven within, 

Shining outward, shining upward, 
Shining till the shades of sin, 

Sickness, death, discord, and failure, 
And the whole attendant train 

Of false seemings shall be vanquished, 
And the Christ in us shall reign. 
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THE IMAGES OF THE MIND ARE 
THE POTTERS OF THOUGHT: 

HOW TO ESTABLISH THE 
DIVINE IDEAL. 

M R S . C A. S H A F E R . 

Ninth Lesson of a Series delivered by different members before the Wednes-
day meetings of the Unity Society, at Kansas City, Mo. 

The images of the Mind are the Potters of Thought . 
Now, a potter is a worker, one who makes and fashions 
the vessels that we find so necessary to our comfort, 
convenience and enjoyment, in what we in these 
modern times, these times of culture and enlighten-
ment, call refined housekeeping. In Adam and our 
early ancestors we had not reached the s tage of 
development that we now have. Then we ate with 
our fingers from off the tree and decorated our abodes 
with fig leaves. But now we have multiplied our 
ideals and we eat off from, and we decorate our 
dwellings, with little pieces of ware so numerous that 
every idea of beauty or utility that the needs of man 
demand to satisfy his desire for exquisite existence 
and enjoyment on this plane of consciousness, are 
provided in gems of art and things of beauty that 
delight the eye and please the taste, little things of 
beauty that are a joy forever. 

Our text says that the images of our mind are the 
potters. That makes the images, of the mind living 
workers, formers of thought, potters, and it takes 
for granted that there is a Divine Idea, and calls upon 
us to make it clear how to establish it. 

The first step, evidently, is to ascertain what is 
meant by Divine. The word Divine separates that 
kind of idea from every other kind of idea. Then, 
what do we understand by the word Divine? The 
dictionary defines the word thus: "Pe r t a in ing to, 
proceeding or derived from, or of the nature of God, 
or of a supreme being; superhuman, superlatively 
admirable." 
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If we are to establish the Divine Idea we must 
know what that idea is. The Divine Idea is an idea 
that pertains to and comes forth from God, is of the 
nature of God, is superhuman, more than human, 
above the human, superlatively admirable. The 
Divine Idea referred to is God's idea of Himself, ori t 
is the Divine or perfect man, and it must, therefore, 
be a man more than what we see the human to be, in 
his nature, character and powers. In other words, it 
is the God Idea, and is God-like, like God. Now, the 
next step is to ascertain what is meant by God. All 
men do not have the same understanding of what 
God is. But we of this little gathering do not need 
to go into an extensive analysis of what God is, for 
we all, from the least to the greatest, know God to be 
the Good, omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent. 
And God's idea is the revelation by this omnipresent 
Good, of Himself or Itself. I t , through Its idea, 
reveals to Itself just what it is, and names this reve-
lation Man, names himself Man. Now, the meaning 
of Man is Mind, so we have in Man the name of God 
as Spirit, which is the same as Mind. Here we have 
God's revelation of Himself, or Itself, and not the 
opinion of another as to what God is, for in truth 
Man is created in the image and after the likeness of 
God. And it is this revelation that we are to establish. 

Our theme states that our ideas are workers, the 
potters that mould and qualify and characterize the 
thoughts. If that be true, how important that our 
ideas be good and pure ideals. W e have, in former 
lessons of this course, heard the teaching about the 
power of thought, and from our text we see that the 
ideas we have about things are the wellsprings of 
thought about those things. How true that is, we 
will realize when we remember that whenever we are 
asked about anything that we think we know nothing 
about, we at once exclaim: " I have no idea." Our 
ideas are the beliefs we have about things, the images 
we hold in our minds about the things that go to 
make up what we call life. That image is the inspi-
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ration and director of our thoughts about that th ing . 
Our thoughts are like the images we hold in m i n d , 
and the thoughts, we have learned, build themselves 
into our bodies, into our world, become incorpora ted 
as feelings, and manifest forth as our environment a n d 
our very body. That is why we are so anxious t o 
know what the Divine Idea is, that we may es tabl ish 
it as the worker or potter, who shall inspire t hough t s 
that shall be as perfect in goodness, purity, mercy 
and truth as the Divine nature is, for that is M a n ' s 
highest ideal. As Man is God's highest ideal, so is 
God Man's highest ideal. God's name for Himself 
is Man, and Man's name for God must be Good, for 
as God reveals himself in His idea as Man, -so m a n 
reveals himself in his idea of God. 

Now, of course all perceive that the image about 
which we are talking is what we call the imagination, 
when it is in action or building. The builder or po t t e r 
is our imagination. Then let 'us have a definition of 
the imagination. The dictionary says, " It is t ha t 
faculty of the mind which forms new combinations of 
ideas from the materials stored up in the memory." 

This at once gives us the key to the situation, 
namely, that ideas are not pumped in from the 
outside, but that they spring from within. This is 
one of the most important, if not the most important 
lesson of life, that we Jearn to think aright, and think 
to a purpose. This imagination within us may be 
filled with good ideals, and we will be filled with good 
thoughts, or it may be filled with evil and untrue 
ideals, and we will then be filled with evil and untrue 
thoughts, for " a s a man thinketh, so is he ." 

This memory of ours is a great storehouse filled 
with all manner of goods, whatsoever pleases our 
fancy. If I want sickness and believe in it, I find it 
here, and I may indulge my taste along this line to 
my heart's desire, and I will get just what my thought 
draws to me. But if I do not like to cultivate my 
imagination along that line, I can let it alone, I can 
even shut it out of my thought altogether, and since 
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" w h e n I am sick, I do not feel good at all ," I will 
bar all such thoughts from my imagination. 

But Nature is full of the beautiful, and Nature is 
the revelation of what is in Man. In the Springtime, 
when all Nature has put on its wedding garments, 
when everything is manifesting new life, springing 
forth with new activity, what a stimulating inspiration 
to rejoice and be glad that we live. How our hearts 
leap for joy, and how the vigor of life and vitality 
flows through our veins, how the song springs forth 
from the overflowing heart, and breaks out upon the 
lips in words of praise and thanksgiving that we live, 
that we are one with the beauty and life that we 
behold manifesting forth everywhere about us, in us, 
and through us! And we know that every glad 
thought that we entertain, that springs forth from the 
life about us, builds us up spiritually, mentally and 
physically. 

But what is the mainspring of all the joy we feel? 
What the inspiration of all we behold? What but 
Love, overflowing Love? When we love how we 
cluster about the object of our affection all that is 
beautiful and high in ideal! How we revel in and feed 
upon these ideals with which we clothe our beloved! 
Every energy, every activity of our being has but one 
object — to realize the perfection we see in the loved 
one. But to be perfection, that ideal must be more than 
personality in anything. Everything has a person-
ality, and everything has an individuality; everything 
has a perfect side and a side in which it falls short of the 
perfect. The perfect side is the Divine side; the less 
than perfect is the less than Divine, or the human 
side; it is only a certain or uncertain amount of the 
Divine, the incomplete Divine. So we might say 
that the imperfect is not to be condemned or criticised, 
but simply to be regarded as that in which the 
prophecy of Divinity is not yet fulfilled, but will be 
later. So we hold to that object, the unmanifest 
Divine, till we bring forth in thought the ideal which 
is perfect, till the incomplete is made complete. In 
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our imagination, for instance, we love a beautiful 
spiritual character. How we build about it a wall to 
protect it from the outer forces that would play upon 
it and take away some of the beauty we see! W h i l e 
we shield it how faithfully it grows from within till that 
inner work is complete, and then we may with safety 
remove the outer wall and let the love and beauty and 
life and light spring forth to bless all who will recog-
nize its radiance and glory. This is the work of our 
imagination. 

The imagination makes real all it fixes itself upon . 
Take the child as an example. If he is imaginative he 
builds about himself the realities, in his play, of tha t 
which most pleases his caprice. W e have seen the 
little boys play at being firemen. They will turn in 
the alarm, take position at the tap of the bell, and at 
another tap away they will go, couple the hose, turn 
on the water, put out the fire, and gather up their 
trappings and return to the engine-house with all the 
reality in their performance that the fireman experi-
ences when he does the same thing. Of course these 
are not good things, not good plays for the child to 
indulge his imagination in, for he is to learn the 
power of thought, and know that the things which he 
makes real to himself, are real to him and likely to 
come forth in experiences, because he believes in 
their reality, and it is wise, therefore, for him to play 
at those games in which only the good and desirable 
are seen and thought about and brought forth by 
their activities. But these are examples of the active, 
imaginative child. The things they play are real to 
them. Or we may take the little girls who play at 
keep house, and call the doctor to treat their dollies, 
and administer a potion for headache and other ills. 
How real all these things are, and how real they 
become to them when the doctor comes to see them 
for the ailments which they bring forth in their active 
imaginations, and visit upon the unfortunate, defence-

ss and unresisting dolly. To these dear children 
' that they do in running to fires and put t ing them 
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out, all their prowess, all their achievements are even 
more real and exhilirating than the activities of the 
grown man. They get just as excited, just as hot, 
just as tired, and are just as proud of what they have 
done, as any of our real firemen who are the guardians 
of so much of the city's safety, for upon that plane 
we are in a great measure yet living. So are the 
plays of the little innocent girls who are by the 
activity of thought bringing upon their future little 
ones the misfortunes which they make so real and 
vivid in their plays, and which they now seem to think 
are so nice, because, while being real, " I t don ' t 
really hurt, you know." 

Here we may find an ever active source of the 
many ills of life that wear away the vitality and vigor 
of the child as well as of the men and women of the 
world. They bring upon themselves, and perpetuate 
the things that they make real in their childhood. 
" W e are but children grown large." We are in no 
wise different than we were when we were three, or 
one, or five or ten years old. Every week we manifest 
forth the same peculiarities that we then manifested. 
W e are childish and peevish now and then, within, 
though we may be too strong and manly or womanly 
to reveal it outwardly, and if we know Truth we know 
that these are the very qualities of mind that come to 
us as heredity, which we, by our affirmations and 
denials are trying to dismiss from our world and get 
rid of. We are strong, brave and heroic now just as 
as we were then, and we have the same experiences 
as those which we played at as real when we were 
children. Why? Because we fixed them upon the 
retina of the mind, and there they remain as part of 
the world's beliefs to come to every man and woman, 
and they come because we draw them to us. 

Wha t , right here, do we discover to be the real 
source of all our woes or joys? Just this: That the 
ideas that we let into the mind, and accept as real, 
work put into manifestation. They may come when 
we are children, infants even, or when we are of 
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mature mind and the so-called sound judgment resul t -
ing from experience in life. It matters not, the ideas 
that we agree with and give power over us, are t h e 
working principles in our lives, and they make for 
our weal or our woe. 

Oh, my friends, let us turn our imagination upon 
the real things of life, the things that cannot be taken 
away, the things that cannot be corrupted by moth or 
rust; let us turn to images that are eternal in heaven, 
that state of harmony and peace within; let us tu rn 
to the perfect image of the Divine Man, " and with 
open face beholding as in a glass the glory of t h e 
Lord " continue to think upon this Divine image till 
" w e are changed into the same image from glory to 
glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord ." ( I I . Cor. 
3:18.) 

How happy we are when we have beautiful images 
before our mind's eye! How beautiful are the 
thoughts we then entertain! How happy we make 
those about us, or how we contribute to that end! 
How happy we fee' when we come into the presence 
of another who is filled with the same kind of pure, 
beautiful, strong, powerful images that alone can 
come from the Divine Mind. As we feel the flow of 
soul to soul, we say, " W h a t a joy to give joy! W h a t 
a blessing to bless." How we rejoice in the flow of 
thoughts that come from that Divine source, a mind 
filled with Divine images! Such a state, such a life 
is worth living. Such a consciousness is worth 
having. 

" T h e power which we call .God, or Law, or 
Good, is wise and strong enough to provide for man 
the most favorable conditions for enjoyment that 
man will himself permit. God is Love, and Love 
could be satisfied with nothing less, for Love is 
infinite mercy and goodness, in wisdom and power. 
Where , then, is our limitation, and why do we suffer? 
The answer is always to be found in the individual 
soul, which has the soverign power of control and 
direction. Wha t are the images of our minds? Man 
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can open wide all the doors of receptiveness; can 
throw down all walls and live in the open; or he can 
shut himself up in the deepest dungeon of his narrow, 
personal, selfish life and bar out every ray of sunlight, 
every inspiration of Truth , every image of good." 

In order to establish the Divine idea it is necessary 
that we know what Divine ideas are, what the one 
particular Divine Idea is that is known as Man, and 
then it is necessary that we think Divine thoughts 
about Divine things, about the Divine and perfect 
Man that we are so anxious to know, to be. To do 
this, we must have Divine aspirations. We must have 
a supreme desire to bring forth into manifestation the 
Divine Self, we must hunger and thirst after right-
eousness; we must desire more than anything else to 
make the perfect at-one-ment with the only Good. 
This does not mean, by any manner of means, that 
we are to think of all manner of things most of the 
time, and give one half-hour out of the twenty-four 
to Divine thoughts, but it means we are to think 
God ' s thoughts after Him, that we become so filled 
and thrilled, permeated and saturated with pure 
thought images, with God ideals, that we have abso-
lutely no time or room for anything else, and then, 
and then only, will the Divine Potter be established. 

" M e n suffer because they lack knowledge, because 
they lack that blessed knowledge that peace, strength 
and ease come when we give up all mortal mind and 
all mortal will to Divine Mind and Will. Live at-
one with God without carnal mind and will, if thou 
wouldst cease to suffer; blessed eternal peace comes 
to him who is united with God." 

' •God is omnipresent — like the one current of 
electricity shining in many lights, as if itself many, 
yet one continuous and undivided force. Or, like 
endless space, occupying endless cavities. He is here 
and now — dost thou not feel His blessed presence? " 
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AS WE GO FORWARD. 
ROSE L. AMOS. 

It comes to the lowly and simple, it comes to whomsoever 
will put off what is foreign and proud, it comes as insight, it 
comes as serenity and grandeur.— EMERSON. 

Wi th this age there are many new and wonderful 
inventions in the material world, in science, and man 
is ever finding new and happier methods for carrying 
out his work. W e are sometimes apt to look back-
wards, and with'feelings of some sentiment, love still 
to see labor carried on with, perhaps, somewhat 
poetical and picturesque way of toiling. 

It may seem beautiful to us who look on, to us 
who are not actually employed in the work. But to 
the toilers themselves, what do they feel? Is it not 
sometimes necessary to ask this question? and then 
maybe we shall be glad to put our sentiments aside 
for the coming inventions which will enable man to 
do his work less laboriously, and more time to be 
spent in beneficial leisure. We must ever go onward, 
and God has endowed man with powers which he 
must use, and in science, as in religion, God must be 
realized, for the same power works through all life, 
and it is to our choice whether we take these oppor-
tunities and use these powers aright. 

And as these inventions come to man and are 
made manifest and used for the good of the whole, 
so it is certain that running parallel with science, 
or the material side of life, great revelations are 
being made on the spiritual plane, and it behoves 
us all to keep alert and wide awake for the coming 
truths which shall be made plain to the watchful man, 
for we do not stand still even in religion. Fo r what 
is religion? H o w d o we carryit out inour l ives? We 
argue, we plead, we talk about religion, but can there 
really be any different roads to this one great Princi-
ple? There is one great broadway leading straight 
in the full glow of light to God, but all around us are 
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side-ways, by-roads and short cuts, which more often 
turn out to be the longest in the end, and give us 
the most trouble. But these are necessary to man, 
for they teach him experience, and without going 
through these various ways he would not learn and 
so avoid the next time he starts out, for in the long 
run they all lead into the broadway, the glorious 
open way, and in time we shall come into it. Some 
have already found it and are well on the road, birt 
they are the pioneers and leaders, though some are 
the very humblest of souls, and from their very trust-
ful, loving, simple natures have come into it without 
the time seemingly being wasted in walking the side 
walks. 

But never look backward; time never need be 
wasted, however long we have taken, so long as we 
have thoroughly learned the lesson, for the experience 
it has taught us. And as soon as we walk along 
this great broadway, we shall always find those a 
little further ahead, to help us onward and encourage 
us, we who may not be so strong, to ever go onwards 
and forwards, and never again leave the high-road 
though many will be the enticements to leave it for 
some cool and shady lane on the way, but that will 
only lead us astray, and we must keep our eyes 
ahead, though the glow may sometimes be so strong 
as to dazzle us. And as we go we shall gather more 
and more to walk with us, and the way will be full of 
joy and greater revelations, for Love is the great 
leader. And when we all have this love in our hearts 
towards one another, seeing in one another the image 
of our Father, we shall find new powers awaiting for 
us to use, better modes of living, greater revealments 
of Christ's teaching, for he himself told us we should 
do great things. 

But how often do we neglect the great opportu-
nities waiting to be made ours, because we have not 
enough faith in ourselves and in those around us to 
rise up out of our old sleeping, hidden selves and 
Realize that there may be far happier, brighter ways 
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of doing our duties in life, and making the journey 
one of joy and health and praiseful love, instead of 
walking with heavy and over-loaded burdens upon 
us. It is not enough to study Christ 's history and 
character, and then to stop, but we must know it is 
for all of us to learn of his wonderful life, and try, 
however little, to become the same as near as ever we 
can, and never to shrink from living our truest , best 
Selves, because we so often fail on our way to mani-
fest this Perfect Ideal, we are meant to. W e are to 
be guided by these highest promptings, and often 
have to walk apart to carry them through for other 
men. But once having started on the way it is 
impossible to turn back, and as we continue our 
journey faithfully, fearlessly, and with thoughtful wise 
love, we shall gain greater and greater knowledge, 
and this will ever lead us to life more abundant . 
Life of the soul! Life in God to other realms! But 
above all, let us keep simple in our ways of seeking 
Truth on all subjects, for there are many deep, and 
maybe mistaken, ideas of the true life we should lead 
to find God within us and around us. 

It is to those who keep open-minded and receptive, 
free from prejudice, that knowledge in its truest 
form will come, and so enable us to adjust our lives, 
and to help those of others to grander and more 
joyous modes of carrying on their work. Let us then 
be not afraid, but step forward, ever forward with 
free and nimble feet; firmly walking over life's great 
high-road, and sometimes running for very joy of 
living and loving. Yes, loving! for to love purely, 
unselfishly, all we can gather into our heart until we 
feel one with the great Universal Heart , then shall 
we know we have chosen the right road. 

Let grace and goodness be the principal loadstone 
of thy affections. For love which hath ends will have 
ap end, whereas that which is founded on true virtue 
will always continue.— DRYDEN. 
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TRUTH STUDENTS OF CHICAGO. 
All communications to the Truth Students of Chicago should be sent to Mrs. 

S. L. Weld, Corresponding Secretary, 95 East 42nd Place, Chicago, 111. 

The regular Wednesday meeting of the Truth 
Students was held in Oriental Hall, Masonic Temple, 
May 6, led by Mrs. Jane Yarnall. Subject, " Candor 
in Investigation." 

All joined in the following affirmations to open the 
meeting. " W e acknowledge Thee, O Infinite Spirit, 
to be the only Power. We acknowledge Thee to be 
the only Life, the only Love, the only Wisdom. By 
Thy loving kindness we are made partakers of Thy 
Power. By Thy Life we are made partakers of the 
same. By Thy Love our world is beautiful. By Thy 
Wisdom we are made conscious of our birthright to 
dominion. By Thy guiding hand we are led • in the 
ways of righteousness and peace. Help us to realize 
that there is none beside Thee. Help us to speak 
only words of Truth. Help us to sing to Thy honor 
and glory. Help us hear only words of Truth, and 
may all we do and all we say carry blessings and 
peace wherever sent." 

Mrs. Yarnall then spoke to her subject as follows: 
" One who is bold enough to dare to doubt the estab-
lished opinions of the supposed wise men of the age, 
especially regarding things of a religious character, 
is not necessarily guilty of infidelity, as has been 
generally supposed by those who are afraid to take a 
step in advance of accepted tenets, even when such 
tenets do not satisfy the hunger of the soul. The 
honest, intelligent doubter is the one who is going to 
investigate his doubts of prevailing popular beliefs; 
prompt him to analyze, compare and sift such beliefs; 
weigh them in the scales of reason and righteous 
judgment, and in doing so he has been lifted out of 
the ruts of dogma and tradition into the conscious-
ness of the Son of God within,[and into the liberty 
wherewith that knowledge makes him free. 
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" T h e progressive thought of the age demands no 
abandonment of any conception or tenet that agrees 
with divine principle, while conservative souls depend 
upon authority instead of divine principle, forgetting 
that the great teacher whom they claim to follow 
denounced the traditions of men and admonished his 
followers to do as he did. How did he do? He 
spoke as one having authority within himself and 
pointed the way for all to reach the same conscious-
ness of knowing that he had reached and showed 
them the way to attain to that conscious under-
standing of the God-power imparted to every soul by 
that great creative principle we call God. Jesus said 
to the Pharisees, ' Ye have made the commandment of 
God of none effect by your traditions.' W e may apply 
that saying just as aptly to the Pharisees of today, 
although they are known by another name. If we 
believe we were created wicked and depraved, our 
bodies register that error in some way that is detri-
mental to health and peace. The nearer we approach 
a correct conception of what being is and our relation 
to source, the more the body will shine forth in visible 
testimony of the righteousness of our conception. 
The honest investigator of principles will not be 
content with theories that will not stand the test of 
scientific scrutiny, because he must know why and on 
what grounds he is expected to endorse new ideas. 
If he is truly scientific, he will carry his investiga-
tion down to the last analysis, at which point he will 
discover the truth or falsity of the matter; and this may 
be accomplished on the plane of intellect alone; and 
still the full and perfect conception of Divine prin-
ciple as a working power on the plane of human 
experience is not accomplished until the spiritual 
aspect is discerned, and the intellect is willing to 
give precedence to the spiritual. 

" O n e great obstacle to the higher at tainment has 
been that intellectual people are not so ready to admit 
a Truth that must be discerned without sense evidence; 
at the same time they know that all power, all force, 
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and all energy are unseen, therefore spiritual. It 
should be understood that there is an infallible 
standard by which to judge of truth or falsity of any 
system of principles. Divine Principle is the stan-
dard. That great combination of principles that are 
eternally changeless and ceaselessly active in harmo-
nious unity, constitutes the God of the Universe, and 
as a combination we call it Divine Principle, and 
whatever is time in essence will agree with that com-
bination of eternal principles; otherwise it should be 
rejected as false. Every science, every religion, and 
every philosophy must rest upon something that 
serves as a basis, and that basis must agree with the 
t ruths that are eternal, or it will soon or late crumble. 
Such is the law, and the law is inexorable. ' Ye 
cannot gather thorns from grapes nor figs from 
thist les. ' Now all the reasoning takes us back to 
the starting point. The one who is bold enough 
to doubt the accepted dogmas is not willing 
to allow his pastor to think for him; he is going to 
think for himself. The one who sits complacently 
taking in all that is taught in the pulpit is often 
wandering mentally into a far country, and, like the 
prodigal son, he finds himself feeding upon husks 
sooner or later. The far country into which the 
' Prodigal S o n ' of the parable wandered, represents 
a state of consciousness which is foreign to Divine 
Principle. Where will we find a man or woman today 
who has not wandered away from Divine Principle 
and suffered the consequences? W e have fed upon 
husks until our doubts have driven us to find a better 
way; and, thanks to the progressive spirit of the age, 
we are finding our way back to the Father 's house. 
One ' comes to himself ' when he recognizes the true 
self as the Son of God. 

" I n the recognition of the true self we discover 
those latent powers (inherent substance) that have 
been so dissipated by riotous living (unrighteous' 
course) that we really did not know we possessed 
hem. In that far country of error we saw only limi-
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tations on every hand. W e were taught that we had 
no right to know the mysteries of the Kingdom of 
God, and so long as we accepted such limited teach-
ing we remained in ignorance of the Truth of Being 
and. the truth regarding our inherited powers. W e 
had no conception of the possibilities of our own 
Divine being, which only required us to know and 
appreciate to make them serve us. Now we know 
that all may be taught of God and need not depend 
upon human opinion if they will only seek the knowl-
edge wisely. One who truly aspires to know the 
way of life must drop all selfish desires, all selfish 
ambitions, and look higher than the gratification of 
human desire. The aspiration will accomplish by 
patient perseverance and righteous endeavor what 
personal ambition can never accomplish, and honest 
intelligent investigation of principles that are divinely 
true will open the door to such knowledge. 

" N o w what will candid investigation of principles 
do for us? If candid, it will lighten our burdens. 
I t will comfort us in sorrow. It will restore our 
broken hopes. It will heal all our infirmities. It 
will perpetuate health of mind and health of body. 
It will give us a realization of our ability to help 
others, and to lift up the broken-hearted and shed an 
influence that makes for universal peace and harmony, 
and if people would study the principles instead of 
the people who advocate them they would have no 
trouble to prove our statements t rue ." 

Mrs. Agnes See: " C a n d o r comes from the Lat in 
word, cando, be white; candor, freedom from mental 
reservation; openness, frankness, outspokenness; 
freedom from prejudice, bias, impartiality; fairness; 
freedom from bitterness, malice; purity, whiteness, 
brightness. Many people make the mistake of 
believing that hypnotism comes from suggestion, 
when, in reality, the operator only suggests to his 
subject after he has become hypnotized. Suggestion 
does not hypnotize, but a steady low monotone; but 
let anything interrupt and it becomes unhypnotic. 
Chanting in the old days had that hypnotic influence. 
Truth is not new. W e demonstrate a consciousness 
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of the Truth , not a demonstration of a new Truth. 
W e d o not want to be hypnotized by the low 
monotonous chanting of other peoples ' opinions. W e 
want to think for ourselves and know. In order to 
investigate, we must have freedom. W e have been 
under the suggestion of doctors for our health, lawyers 
for our actions, and ministers for our religion. Let 
us now investigate with candor, let us know for our-
selves, without prejudice. Often the thing we con-
demn is the one thing we need most. It is often the 
corner-stone the builders rejected. 

" I f we would be candid in our investigation of 
another 's acts we would find something entirely 
different from what appearances would indicate. 

" T h e r e is such a wide difference in the conception 
of God by the individual. W e all know there is some-
thing, but to really find out what the great mystery 
is every one must go to the within of himself. Every 
one is acting the highest he knows, but often his acts 
are clothed with opinions instead of knowledge. I t 
is the different concepts of God that make the 
different sects, but when the true God is actually 
known there will then be Oneness. The fight of 
Tru th can only shine individually through each one 
when they are free from all prejudice. There is a 
light that lighteth every man that cometh into the 
world; each one will see and know God for himself. 
No one can see through the eyes of understanding 
for another." 

Mr. Arthur See: " It seems peculiar that so many 
today are asking how to know God or how to find 
God. It may be that a great cosmic consciousness 
has been in process of development that the time may 
only be now ripe to see God. The great obstacle 
that has prevented us from seeing God is that we 
have seen small instead of large. We have been so 
bound by our own limitations and conceits that it has 
kept us from seeing God. We measure everything 
by the point of our own contact with it. W e can not 
see large by looking at the world in detail, but we 
must come back into ourselves. We don ' t go out 
from the one white ray into the sun's rays, but come 
from the sun's rays back into the one white ray. 
God is always subject, man object. W e can only see 
through our own revelations, not through another 's. 
VVe are only bricks in the pavement, or feathers in 
the air, when we try to find out what we are from 
the w i t h o u t . " — H A R R I E T D E L A N O POOL, Sec'ypro tern. 
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS. 
JENNIE H. CROFT. 

IOI . I am faithful to the " Silent Hour," but I do not receive 
the fulness thereof as I should like. I am unable tofind the " It,'' 
or, in other words, am unable to press the button that will set in 
motion the actualities I so much desire. Why? —J. H. B. 

There are many things which militate against 
the realization of the indwelling power which 
enables us to have dominion over all things, and to 
bring into manifestation that which we desire. One 
of the first upon this list would be a lack of under-
standing of what we are. W e must know ourselves 
to be one with Intelligence, with Power, with Love, 
with Wisdom and with Life. When we know this we 
have found the I AM, the " I t , " or the indwelling 
Christ, the real self. Going into the silence with 
this knowledge we become receptive to an influx of a 
new spiritual life, and through our faith ( the button 
we press) we bring to us the things desired. Constant 
practice and persistent effort are necessary to a 
perfect concentration of thought in silent meditation, 
for we have lived so long among material things that 
we have to try again and again before we are able to 
prevent the old thoughts from intruding. But it 
can be done, and we may, through the wonderful 
power of Concentrated thought, speak into existence 
the good our souls crave. 

102. When we come into a conscious realization of our one-
ness with God, why is it not permanent? — MRS. G. 

In our estimation it is because we are not always 
in the same state of receptivity. When we are seek-
ing to attain this realization we direct all our efforts 
to the accomplishment of our purpose, and in this 
way bring it to pass. In the glow of illumination 
and the exaltation which^this consciousness sets up in 
our being, we relax somewhat, and neglect the con-
stant practice of our silent communion with God 
which brought Him near to us and made us conscious 
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of our unity with Him, and thus the realization 
becomes dim. But, and this is our comfort, this 
realization once attained, we can never entirely lose its 
presence with us; it will respond to our calls when we 
are again faithful to the inner voice of Spirit, and our 
faithfulness will make the realization permanent. 

103. Should one be a teacher or a healer who has not 
arrived at a full understanding of the Truth, or has not overcome 
all the physical weakness in himself? —C. J. H. 

W e doubt if there is anyone upon the earth at the 
present time who has arrived at a full understanding 
of the Truth , though many are well along on the 
way, and experience has taught us that we increase 
our own knowledge and understanding by seeking to 
impart to others that which we know. One may not 
do the best work possible, but he may do in proportion 
to the understanding which he has, and, while con-
tinuing to progress himself, put others in the way 
of becoming masters in the Science of Being. No 
one should hesitate to take up the work because he is 
not perfected; we must " d o good as we have oppor-
tuni ty ." Nevertheless, the greater our ability, the 
greater our opportunity. 

104. If an organ is taken from the body, can that person 
manifest perfection? — B. B. 

Beyond a doubt each organ and its proper 
functioning is necessary in the divine economy for the 
manifesting of the whole or perfect man. The loss 
of any organ does not prevent the development of 
perfect character, and in some instances, notably that 
of the loss of the organ of sight, the other senses 
take on new qualities which make up in a large 
degree for the loss of sight, but to manifest that 
perfectness or wholeness which is the t iue condition 
of man, each organ must be in place and performing 
its appointed work. One should be careful how 
they voluntarily submit to the removal of any organ 
from the body, for the perfect man must be perfect 
n body, soul and spirit. 
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CONDENSED TRUTH. 
BY VARIOUS WRITERS. 

And my little ones are all of tender years, all who 
need watchful care, with infinite love and wisdom 

from parents, friends and guard-
MY EfTTLE J N I S . i a D S — J- GILBERT MURRAY. 

Jesus, Thou Christ: Thou 
who said, Suffer little children to come unto me: I 
bring these little ones to Thee for love and blessing 
and guidance. Thou wilt write in their young hear t s 
the New Name; wilt teach their pure young souls the 
way of Life, seal them with Thy incorruptible love, fill 
their growing, expanding souls with the wisdom and 
understanding which is Thine. Savior, Thou wilt 
cleanse and purify and keep clean their conscious 
minds. Thou wilt hold them so close that they 
cannot stray. Thou wilt keep their hearts from guile, 
their lips from untrue and impure speech, their feet 
from straying, and their lives from error. 

(Names:) My little ones, listen, Jesus speaks. He 
says: Children of my love and care, Lambs of my 
flock and fold, come unto me, hear my voice. The 
Father , my Father and your Father, bids me enfold 
you in His loving, tender care; to lift you up out of 
the world's ignorant error thought (of carnality, lust, 
passion, uncleanness, and all ungodliness) and guide 
you in the true and living way. 

My little ones, ye are in the world, yet walking 
beside me, your hands in mine, guided and upheld by 
me, ye are not of it. No temptations can overcome 
you, no error thought can confound you, no deception 
can mislead you, no ignorance can darken you, no 
wickedness can assail you, for the Father ' s lovfng, 
tender care is all around you, covering you, protecting 
you. No fears of lust, passion or sense desires can 
burn around or within you. I will hold you close in 
the Infinite arms. You are not passion born, but 
born of the Spirit, born of God. You are filled with 
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love, with truth, for I, the Christ dwell and abide 
with you. The Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Truth, is 
with you and shall be in you, as you awake and see 
and feel your own true spiritual being. In God, the 
Father, you are true, and strong, and wise and pure 
and free. I, the Christ, have said it; learn of me. 

— J. GILBERT MURRAY. 

I . Thou shalt not exalt the material above the 
spiritual. For knowest thou not that the spiritual is 

ever the same and that the 

COMMANDMENTS. m a t C r i a l d ° t h f ° r e V e r C h a n g C ? 

2. Thou shalt not bow thy-
self down before the material, for him that doeth this 
the spiritual shall forsake. 

3. Thou shalt not talk overmuch of the spiritual, 
for talk without deeds is vain. Act rather as if thou 
didst believe in the omnipotence of Spirit. 

4. Thou shalt not fear. For thou thyself art 
Spirit, but encased in flesh, and what can Spirit fear? 
Thou shalt rather have faith and not be anxious over-
much, for anxiety draweth to thy flesh the ills and 
disappointments of this life. 

5. Honor the spiritual which resideth in all 
nature, and honor all men, thyself also, as its most 
perfect exponents. 

6. Remember that all days are holy, and that 
man and beast need rest upon the Sabbath. 

7. Thou shalt not think overmuch of human law, 
fashion, fad or creed, for their name is legion and 
they are subject to change; but thou shalt cultivate 
thy conscience and let it be a law to thy thoughts. 
Thy deeds will then take care of themselves. 

8. Thou shalt not think evil thoughts, for without 
the evil thought the evil deed shall not be committed, 
neither murder nor theft, nor the speaking of words 
which wound. 

9. Thou shalt look for the good in all things and 
in all men, that thy days may be long in the land. 

10. Thou shalt use common sense and think for 
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thyself (if that be possible), and thou shalt not borrow 
thy opinions from others, nor yet buy them ready made. 

I I . Thou shalt not think that the things which 
thou possessest wilt make thee happy, neither wealth 
nor fame, nor the stuffing of the body with food, nor 
thy mind with the ideas of others, for thus shalt thou 
bury the spiritual within. Happiness is but the state 
of thy mind. Rejoice then evermore, and thy days 
shall be long and full of peace.—Practical Ideals. 

What is the law of business success? Every 
business man will give you a different answer, and 

will lay to that one all his pros-
THE LAW OF perity. 
SUCCESS IN -a \ A A 11 .u-
BUSINESS " u t down under all this 

diversity is there not some 
fundamental law that each one, though perhaps 
unknowingly, fulfills? Yes. The law of belief or 
expectation. 

One of the laws of the human mind or soul is, 
that whatever the soul aspires after, reaches for, and 
believes it can have, will come to it. Christ knew and 
tried to teach men this law when he said, " W h a t s o -
ever ye shall ask, believing, ye shall r e ce ive ; " and 
again, "All things are possible unto him that 
believeth." 

I t is the rich man's belief, not only in himself and 
his powers, but actually in his success, that makes 
him successful. A man used to financial gain, 
expects it, believes that it is one of his rights, and 
the idea of failure hardly occurs to him; and the more 
he gains the stronger does this belief or expectation 
become. 

" Unto him that hath shall be given," e tc . , is the 
great exposition of this law, because be that hath 
sees in his very having reason to expect more. 

Possession gives faith, confidence. It is easy to 
expect success with a full pocket. But " h e that hath 
n o t " is usually expecting another loss, at least he 
fears it, and thus he unconsciously invites it. 
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But, you say, if one is a failure, how can he 
believe in his success? Very easily. There is another 
law of the mind which provides that any proposition 
which is repeatedly insisted upon (even against belief 
at first) eventually will be accepted as true, and the 
more one tries to believe it the quicker the process. 
This is the secret spring of the door of success. 

Never allow that you are a failure.- Always insist 
to yourself mechanically, if need be, that you are 
gaining, are winning, are a success. Let him that 
hath not refuse to see the loss, let him insist upon it 
at every moment that he is a success, and gradually 
he will cojne to believe it down in his heart. When 
that time comes he has a guarantee of its appearance 
in his pocket-book. 

Unto him that hath shall be given is not an 
injustice, but an equitable law of the human soul 
teaching that cheerful, expectant belief is better than 
worry. 

Men who keep the ten commandments intact 
often consider it hard that the unprincipled scoundrel 
wins where they fail, but that scoundrel has (prob-
ably unwittingly) kept one commandment, as 
important as any of the ten, while they have broken 
it — the command to bel ieve—and it is the one of all 
that they most " n e e d in their business." 

In brief, then, insist on seeing the bright side 
always, look only at your progress, forget your 
failures, magnify each success, till you come to 
believe that you can win — then the mind or soul 
"w i l l do the rest ." 

But do n't scan particulars too closely, so that if 
this particular wheat deal falls flat, you lose faith. 
Look at the general trend of affairs and the particulars 
will take care of themselves. 

Use the prescription upon yourself while waiting 
for the car, walking down town, at every spare 
moment. Insist that you are lucky, prosperous, 
gaining, and sooner than you think you will not need 
to say it, for other people will tell you so; and if you 
ever doubt the law test it by the rich or successful 
men you know. Did you ever see one who was not 
confident? Or did you ever see a cheerful, confident 
man who was n't prospering? The formula is simple. 
T r y i t .—ASHLEY MILLER. 
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We have recently been sending out statements for arrearage 

subscription accounts due, and desire to thank our readers for 
responding promptly. T o keep your subscription paid will assist 
us in maintaining the high standard of progressiveness in UNITY, 
and will open you to the full benefit and realization of its spiritual 
teaching, which cannot come when you carry the idea of debt in 
your mind therefor. Many of our readers seldom notice the date 
of expiration on the printed address label, and have requested us 
to notify them personally at such expiration, and we feel confident 
that none will feel agrieved upon receiving such statement, but 
will be glad to respond. Mr. C. T . Kenney, of East St. 
Louis, 111., writes: " T h a t is a good idea of sending a bill to 
subscribers at the end of their year. It brings the matter very 
forcibly to their attention, especially if they are liable to forgetful-
ness." Another writes, " I know that l a m much in arrears for 
UNITY, but have felt that I could not do without it. I thank you 
more than I can express that it has come to me, and I shall 
manage the full payment of the $3.50 due you, even though by 
installments." (This is perfectly satisfactory.) 

It requires something like $300.00 every month to issue UNITY, 
so you see if many subscribers delay in sending in their dues, it is 
readily felt by the publishers. Our Special Offer still holds good, 
but will probably soon be recalled: Send two subscriptions to 
UNITY, with $2.00, and we will allow you a third subscription for 
your trouble. Those who are behind with their subscriptions will 
find this an e a s y way to pay up. 

A 
T. E. Palmer, Secretary of the Jackson County Socialist Club, 

has been appointed custodian of the Club's headquarters, 502 
East 12th Street, Kansas City. All kinds of progressive literature 
will be kept in connection with this stand. U N I T Y and other like 
literature will be kept on sale. 
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CLASSES IN KANSAS CITY. 
We have just closed a primary class in which there was 

unusual interest, and much spiritual insight developed by the 
students. We had in addition to the lecture a practical demon-
stration each evening in healing some member of the class. This 
is very helpful to beginners who want to take up healiDg as a work. 
It will be a feature of primary classes here in future. 

It is proposed to begin another class of this character Monday, 
June 29th. It will require about a month to complete the twelve 
lessons which constitute this course. Students from out of town 
will also have the privilege of attending some of the concentration 
classes, which are held regularly each week. Two of these con-
centration classes are now being carried forward and there is call 
for another. 

Here is found real soul development along lines that the 
student can prove for himself as palpably as physical culture. 
The muscles of the soul are as flabby in most people as those of 
the infant. They have lost control of them through ignorance 
and neglect. Jesus said: " W h a t doth it profit a man if he gain 
the whole world and lose his own soul ?" Another translation of 
his words is: "What gain is there in getting material possessions 
if you thereby lose control of your soul?" At no other place on 
this globe is this system of soul culture taught and demonstrated. 
It was given to usdirect from the Spirit and we give it forth freely 
to those who are ready for it. We know that it is of such impor-
tance in its practical effects that were a mercenary thought back 
of it we should be charging hundreds of dollars for these lessons. 
The Spirit has revealed to us that in a few years this system of 
soul development will be accepted as scientific by all enlightened 
metaphysicians. 

W e make no regular charge for these lessons, yet we would 
have students ;o know that their value is beyond money consider-
ation. Money should not stand in the way of one who is in soul 
starvation. You can afford to make any material sacrifice in order 
to feed your soul. You can afford to give all you possess to learn 
the way into this kingdom of God within you. 

William Farwell, of the Home of Truth, San Jose, Cal., has 
started a new work in connection with the regular work of the 
Home. Sunday evening meetings are held in one of the halls 
down town under the name of the "Circle of Divine Ministry," 
and a course of lessons on Applied Christianity is being taught by 
Mr. Farwell. Much interest is being manifested in this movement 
to which U N I T Y bids God-speed. 

Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Cobbett, formerly of the Universal 
Home of Truth, Denver, have opened a work for the Truth in 
Bou\der , Colo. Their address is 725 Spence Street. 
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES. 
Our esteemed co-workers, Mr. and Mrs C. A. Shafer, have 

gone to Chicago to engage in a persona) work for the promulgation 
of Truth. For four years they have been connected with the 
work at Unity Headquarters, and those who have listened to Mr. 
Shafer, or received of his ministry, can testify to his ability and 
to the power of his word. Through entire consecration, and 
conscious identification of himself with the one Infinite Source of 
wisdom and power, he has made it possible to accomplish all the 
good he is doing. As correspondent for the Society of Silent 
Unity his name has become known all over the world, and his 
wise counsel and spiritual guidance has been the means'of tiding 
many a member of that society over the deep waters of trial. 
Mrs. Shafer unites her efforts with those of her husband, and in 
their hands the cause of Truth will find staunch supporters. At 
Unity Headquarters, on the evening of May 29th, a farewell 
reception was tendered these good friends by the Unity Society of 
Practical Christianity which took on something of the nature of 
commencement exercises at which Mr. and Mrs. Shafer were 
graduated from this Center, and the commission to go forth as 
workers given to them by Mr. Charles Fillmore. A love-offering 
was presented to them with the blessings and hearty God-speed 
of the whole society, which unites in declaring success for them in 
their new field of labor.—J. H. C. 

In holding the Class Thought for this month, ' ' I am the Way, 
the Truth, and the Life," we should realize that we are giving 
forth the Word from the higher consciousness—the "Christ in 
you." Jesus showed us how to develop this Spiritual Man, which 
is the way to spiritual consciousness, the truth of Being, and 
the only real enduring life. He said, "Keep my sayings," 
"Have faith in God," "Follow me." Holding in thought a 
statement of Jesus may be mere parrot repetition, or it may be the 
creative word of the Christ in man; it depends upon our faith 
and understanding. But "repetition is the mother of Wisdom," 
and those who have no spiritual understanding to begin with find 
the light and come into the power through affirming the I Am, 
and holding with faith the sayings of Jesus the Christ. Be 
diligent and you shall reap the reward of your mental industry. 

- w yoi 
>.nig 

VKJ-

To the many kind friends who have learned of the great flood 
of waters in Kansas City, and are solicitious about our welfare, we 
would say that it has not harmed us. Our mail has been seriously 
delayed, however, and if UNITY is late in reaching you this month 
you will know the reason. We want you all to join with us every 
night at 9 o'clock in this affirmation: " N o mortal thought of 

iverty or lack, and DO dilatory or negligent thought shall interfere 
*nb the st<f.c'y flow of subscription money to UNITY." 
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M E N T A L S C I E N C E COLLEGE, S E A T T L E , WASH. 
The demand for competent lecturers, teachers and healers is 

now greater than the supply. The fourth annual term of the 
Mental Science College will begin on July ist, 1903, for a two 
months term; teaching each student h o * to lecture, teach and 
heal. Positions guaranteed to all who take this college course and 
can demonsti^te the principles of Mental Science Take the 
College Course and have a business or profession of your own. 
"ft is easier to succeed than it is to fail" Prof. Knox, by 
personal experience for the past eight years, has demonstrated 
that he is a most successful public mental science lecturer, 
teacher and healer, and he will give personal instruction to all 
classes,at this term of the College For further information write 
to 773 Harrison St., Seattle, Wash. Address all communications 
to Prof. Knox, President of the College. Adv. 

A VEGETARIAN COLONY. 
Edgar Wallace Conable, author, editor and publisher of New 

Thought literature, has embarked in a new and somewhat original 
enterprise. He has purchased a tract of 8,000 acres of land in 
Benton County, Ark., where he will found a vegetarian colony. 
Colonists will be forbidden to use meat, alcoholic stimulants, or 
tobacco. The land is situated in the Ozark fruit belt, which is 
favorable to the supply of the purest and most suitable food for 
man. We shall watch the progress of this movement with interest, 
and trust it will be successful. 

A U G U S T 1898 U N I T Y S W A N T E D . 
W e are desirous of completing a few files of UNITY for the 

year 1898 to be bound, but find our supply for that month depleted. 
If you have a copy of that issue to spare, send it to us and we will 
send you 20 cents worth of our booklets or extend your subscrip-
tion two months. 

Sara Thacker, S D., editor and publisher of the Logos maga-
zine, Applegate, Placer Co., Calif., has opened her country home 
for a Camp Summer School on metaphysical lines. It is to remain 
in session during the months of July and August, 1903. Informa-
tion concerning the same may be had by sending to above address. 

The Radiant Center, that bright magazine edited by Kate 
Atkinson Boehme, has returned home to 2016 O Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C , from Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada, where it 
has been issued for several months. 

U N I T Y one year and a cloth-bound copy of "Lessons in 
T r u t h " by H. Emilie Cady, (price $1.25), for $2.00. 
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UNITY HEADQUARTERS' FUND. 

It was expected that the Board of Managers would have been 
incorporated for legal purposes before this date, but delays arose 
from various causes, the last of which was to avoid any question 
of legal proceedure by the Board giving notice that on June 14th, 
the consent of the attendants of the Unity Society of Practical 
Christianty would be requested at a meeting to be held in Arling-
ton Hall, Kansas City, at 12:30 v. M., for the Board to incorporate 
for legal purposes on behalf of the Society at large. In July 
UNITY full details will be given, and the Board of Trustees will 
then be in position to legally acquire and hold real estate, etc. , 
for the purposes set forth. 

The following love-offerings for securing a suitable site and 
the erection of a permanent Unity Headquarters' in Kansas City, 
have been received since last report: 

Previously reported $109 56 
Miss I.ticy Pidgeon, Victoria, B. C 5.00 
Mrs. M. Jani, Kunge, Texas .50 
Mrs. M. I). Crew, llarriman, Tenn • j o 
Mrs. J. K. Ferguson, Dry Hill, Tenn .50 
Mrs. M. K. I.ouselle, Battles, Ala 1.00 
"A Friend,'' Denver, Colo .50 
Mrs. J. J. Downhour, Ophir, Mont 1.00 
Mrs. I. S. Lampman, Fargo, N. Dak 1 0 0 
Mrs. W. A. Scripps, Frankfort, Maine 10.00 
Mrs. Kllen Gudger, Kirwin, Kansas 1.00 
William (iudger, Kirwin, Kansas 1.00 
Mas. Isaac Koberts, Starfield, Crowborough, Sussex, 

England 4.86 
A. E . Fieper, I'urango, Colo .25 
"A Friend,"San Francisco, Calif. (Promises$60.00) 5 .00 
"A Header of UNITY," Crawfordsville, Ind 1.00 
Mrs. Kllen Grover, Onaga, Kansas .50 
Odie I-. Ho wen, Kent, Wash 1.00 
Mrs. Lucy S. Wornslaff, Elgin, Oregon 1.00 
Amanda Buxton, Wilmington. N. C .10 
Mrs. Mannie Stultz, Douglas, Ariz 1.00 
Mrs. P. A. Hanson, Salt Lake City, Utah 5.00 
"A Friend," Victoria, IS. C 1.00 
Mrs. Jennie Slade, Slater, Mo 2.00 
Mrs. Maurice Mann, Slater Mo 2.00 
Mrs. Cora I. Hoppes, Long Island, Kansas 1.00 

Total, $157.27 
By order of the committee all contributions should be 

marie to Charles Fdgar I'rather, Business Manager, 1315 McGee 
St., KansasCity. Mo , all receipts to lie acknowledged from month 
to month in Unity publications giving names and amounts. 
Personal receipts will be also cheerfully mailed upon request. 

HON. II. K. WAI.MSI.EY, ) 
CAI'T. ISAAC II'ISAY, > Building Committee. 
MKS ADDIK L. HOBRNKR. ) 

Three subscriptions to UNITY for (2.00. 
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T E A C H E R S ' A N D H E A L E R S ' D I R E C T O R Y 

Dr. and Mrs. J. Gilbert Murray, [Theresa B. H. Brown, 
Present or absent treatments; ad' 
and teaching by correspondence, 

3iojefferson Ave., Wellington, Kan 
(xix-i) , 

Cassias A . Shafer, 
Christian Teacher and Healer. Eng 
fish a i d German Correspondence. 

1315 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo 
(xx-i) 

Aloha Metaphysical School, 
and Home for Students of the New 
Thought , Ellen M. Dyer and Ade-
laide M. Rogers. 
1305 Arch St., Philadelphia, Penn., 

and Vineland, Newjersey . 
(xx-i) 

Walter DeVoe, 
Teacher and Healer at the College 
of hreedom. Editor I'ttality which 
brings you soul-health and pros-
perity six ti mes a year for ten cents. 

6027 Drexel Ave., Chicago, III 
(xx-i) 

R. C. Douglass, 
Teacher and Healer. 

A student of the Divine Science six-
teen years. 

54 W. 37th St., New York City 
(xx-iv) 

Metaphysical Colleege, 
Vintie Root McDonald, President. 

3036 Lucas Ave., St. Louis, M< 

Josephine Adams, 
Talks on Truth. 

Hours: 8 A. M. to 5:30 i», 
145 South State St., Paiuesvil 

(xx-v) 

Teacher and Healer. 
Editor Truth Civile. 

6JO Mermod & Jaccard Bldg., 
St. Louis, Mo. 

fxx-i) 

M. F. Bollinger, 
Teaching and Healing. 

222 S. Raich St., Akron, Ohio. 
(xx-i) 

Dr. W. C. Gibbons. 
Fifteen years a student of Life, 
Truth and Health. 

4 W. Fourteenth St., Minneapolis,Minn. 
(xix-i) 

Florence C Gilbert, 
Healing by the Spirit of God. Eigth-
teen years of practical experience 
in giving absent treatment, is natur-
ally attended with high *uccess. 

1094 Dawson Street, 
New York City [East Side.] 

(xx-ii) 

Mrs. Vivia A. Leeman, 
Divine Truth Healer and Teacher. 

717 Kansas Ave., Holtcm, Kan. 
(XX-i) 

Mrs. A. E Lothrop, 
Christian Healer. 

192 Garden St., Pawtucket, R. I. 
(xix-vi) 

Mrs. S. A . McMahon, 
,4-> licllcpla-ne Ave., Chicago, 111. 

E. P. C. Webster, 
A very successful Divine or Mental 
Science Healer and Teacher. Please 
mentiun UNITY-when writing tol i ini . 

Box 333, Marysvi'le Ran. 
(xviii-v) 

THE SCIENCE OF SCIENCES. 
By Hannah More Kohaus, author of " Remedies of the Great 

Physician." 
This valuable book contains all the lessons in the Basic course 

of the " Science of Being, V as given by the author in her classes 
It is the clearest, most logical exposition of this great Science, and 
intended for self-instruction, and for teaching. All who are 
interested in the New Thought movement should have a copy. 
Bound in cloth, $1.50. Send to R. Kohaus, 182 Howe Street, 
Chicago, 111. 

yGoogk 



By Evelyn Arthur See and Agnes Chester See 
This leading New Thought journal, published at Kal 

amazoo, Mich., is just now commencing a series of articles Jh 
on THE DELIVERED LIFE, being an Announcement 3j 
of the Way of Escape from the Sense of Bondage of Phys- Ji 
ical Existence. 

E 

Existence. Jji* 
The Higher Thought is a Journal of Realization in jG 

•jj Truth, and Henry Wood says of it: " I t is a refined and ** 
% well conducted periodical, free from egotism and crudity." 
jC 'The Higher Though/ is a strictly high-grade journal 
% in clear enunciation of the higher powers of man, with one 
% page especially as a Children's Department. Published jjj 
JL monthly. Quarto. 50 cents a year. Address at present, Sj 
% THE HIGHER THOUGHT 24 J Dearborn Av., Chicago. > 

; 

I THE BOOK OF THE NEW CENTURY. | 
% A Text-Book for the Millions who are y 
<ff lrv Search of Health and Opulenoe. 3" 
j " •()( 

% By Edgar Wallace Conable. J* Price, $1.00, postpaid. I; 
J)» % 
> " Mortal man could do his home town no greater <L 
5jj kindness than to buy 500 or 1,000 copies of this jj» 
% book and place them with families that would be 
JK likely to appreciate them. I hope to soon be in 
3r position to do that same thing; may success favor 
% me to that end."-/K. W. Del.ano, Manitowoc, Wis. \" 
> % 
> Address I he Path-Finder Pub. Co., ltosswell, Colo. $ I £ 
S; The Washington News Letter j 
3j Exponent °A Chrlstology. Oliver C. Sablrv, Editor. « 
3jJ Every number replete with Essays, Lectures, and Edi- J 
% torials on Metaphysical Healing, especially the methods 
j j taught by Jesus and his disciples 
jC Subscription Rates: $t.00 a year; foreign, $1.25. 
$ NEWS LETTER PUBLISHING CO., 
•jt 1329 M St., N.W., Washington, D.C, U.S.A. 

I Subscribe for T H E G O O D N E W S . 5 
a religious monthly devoted to the study of Bible Heal- ! 
ing, and of the promises of Life and preservation from J 
danger and disease. J 

Fifty cents a year. Sample copy free. Address, * 

"THE GOOD NEWS," Columbus, Kansas, i 
• jLJt 9 • A. « » .»..«_«.* • _*_.».*. •. *.* *• Jt Jt-K. A ,« AJLA «JLAJt J. AA JUL* * 
O J T T ^ • • * • • • * • »"»•• v r V . V i n n j T T r » T T r r » •¥-«-¥"> wnr 
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1 B O O K S I 
ft BY HORATIO W. DRESSER.. * r 

3! 

i 

it 

£ 

T h e purpose of Mr. Dresser 's volumes is to apply X 
philosophy to the problems of daily life. T h e general point jjj 
of view is that of the independent truth-seeker, with strong 
leanings toward spiri tual idealism, and unification of the 
teachings of Jesus a n d Emerson with the modern doctr ine JOJ 
of evolut ion. Those who wish a s ta tement of his teachings •/> 
in its simplest form are advised to begin with " Living by 2, 
the Spi r i t . " In " T h e Power of Si lence," " M e t h o d s and V 
Prob lems of Spir i tual Hea l ing , " and " A Book of Secre ts , " $ 
the doctr ine is applied to the problems of heal th; in " I n JJ 
Search of a Soul " to the problems of psychology and self- V 
cu l tu re ; in " Voices of Hope " and " T h e Chris t Ideal " to •<> 
religious questions; in " T h e Perfect Who le" and "Vo ice s J , 
of F r e e d o m " to the problems of individuality; and in jjj 
" E d u c a t i o n and the Philosophical I d e a l " to the problems •(> 
of life as related to educat ion . JL 

X Correspondence Course. 
wv The purpose of this course is the development of the 
Jj system implied in the ten volumes mentioned above. The 
•W course begins with a definition of philosophy, and the 
tfl. scientific method as applied to spiritual thought. The 
jr subjects will include the cJuality of self; the nature and 
v meaning of consciousness; the concepts of nature, eternity! 

evolution, man, and God; mental evolution; spiritual 
psychology; the significance of organism; the limitations 

•fr of the mental theory of life and healing; a new definition of 
3> disease; spiritual healing; remarkable instances of spiritual 
x healing. 

Questions are appended to each chapter, which the 
student may answer before the next chapter is forwarded. 
The course consists of twelve chapters, and may be extended 
through a. year. Those who desire may submit a thesis at 
the close of the course. The chapters are typewritten, and 
may be retained by the student. 

F o r t e r m s a d d r e s s , 2i 

T h e Higher Letw C o m p a n y , « 
272 Congress St.. Boston. Mtvss. J J 
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J*A Great Invention! g 

J T H E B E N N I N G T O N g 
Ĵ  A Word-Writing Typewriter. £ 
49 „ » 
49 DESTINED TO MAKE BACK NUMBERS OF EXIST- $fr 
49 ING TYPEWRITERS. Has five new and valuable J> 
4? features of merit, any two of which would 5> 
49 make a superior machine. i j 
J9 No larger than existing typewriters. °J 
2 W e are now offering a limited amount of j ? 
J j stock to investors at $ 1 . 0 0 , p & r v a . l \ i e . ^ 
j o People are becoming interested all over the t£ 
49 world and are beginning to realize what a {£ 
49 wonderful invention we have. More than &fr 
49 #30,000 worth of machines have already i> 
49 been ordered. The type-writing world is W 
49 watching with interest the coming of our j j 
J" machine which marks the beginning of a revo- ?? 
J j lution in this great industry. As soon as we ?T 
JD shall have sold enough stock to complete t£ 
49 equipment, manufacture, advertise and sell ££ 
49 our machine, no more will be offered at any i> 
4? price. &> 
JJ Ctvpittvl Stock $1,500,000. S h a r e s $1.00. J? 
49 If you wish to make a gilt-edge investment i> 
49 in an industrial enterprise of the first rank &• 
4? with sure prospects of large dividends, &• 
49 WRITE US FOR PROSPECTUS. ?f 
49 o» 
49 Prefe rence in Position Given to Inves tors . &> 
4? &• 
J9 T H E B E N N I N G T O N T Y P E W R I T E R C O . » 
49 304-305 Lyceum Bldg., Kansas City, o. o> 
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Colorado Flyer 
ON THE SANTA F E 

Kansas City to Pueblo, Colorado Springs 
and Denver, daily, beginning June 4. 

Pullman observat ion and drawing-room 
sleepers — chair car — l i b r a r y - s m o k -

ing car . 
Leave Kansas City in the evening. 
Arrive Colorado next forenoon. 

Quick—luxurious — convenient — popular. 
Another fast Colorado train now leaves Kansas City 
on the Santa Fe every morning. LOW-RATE EX-
CURSIONS ALL SUMMER. 

Ask for a free copy of" A Colorado Summer". 
it tolls ail tbout vacation outings in Colorado. 

G. W. HAGBNDUCH, Gen. Age.. A. T. & S. F. Ry.. 
905 Main St., Kansas City, Mo. 

Special testimonies of healing have come to us from the 
patients of Mrs. S. A. McMahon, of Chicago. We have not the 
space to publish these most excellent endorsements of the work of 
this worthy, conscientious servant of the Spirit, but we have no 
hesitancy in commending her to those needing help. 

"Words can but poorly describe my indebtedness to your 
little magazine and to the Cady ' Lessons in Truth,' which have 
so much better than saved my life — made it worth living." 

— RUTH INGRAHAM, Sansalito, Calif. 

Philo S. Hankey, Howling Green, Ohio, has about 25 numbers 
of UNITY and Mind which he will send to anyone paying postage 
or express. Write him. 

' ' Truth in Song: For Lovers of Truth Everywhere," by Clara 
H. Scott. A collection of beautiful songs and hymns for all New 
Thought gatherings, class rooms and Sunday Schools. Per copy, 
30 cents; per dozen, $3.00. Published by Florence N. Loomis, 
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111. 

yGoogk 



CLUB COMBINATIONS. 
A P O P U L A R $1.50 COMBINATION. 

Twelve Lessons in Truth ( 3 Booklets), Emilie H. Cady, $0.75 
Wee Wisdom's Way, by Myrtle Fillmore 25 
Talks on Truth, by Leo Virgo 25 
Seek Wisdom, by Leo Virgo .15 
Christ the Emancipator, by Rev. Chas. H. Parkhurs t . . . .15 
Faith's Fruition, by A. P. Barton 15 
What is Truth? by Vivia A. Leeman 15 

$ i ? 5 
A » i .oo CADY COMBINATION. 

Twelve Lessons in Truth (Three Booklets) $0.75 
Finding the Christ in Ourselves 15 
Oneness with God and Neither do I Condemn Thee 15 
God's Hand, and Loose Him and Let Him Go 10 

$1.15 
A P O P U L AR 75c COMBINATION. 

Scientific Lessons in Be.i""-^by Edith A. Martin $0.50 
Love: the SuprenflS^ )3 Henry Drummond 15 
The Bible and E t e w ' "% ^ hment, by A. P. B a r t o n . . . .15 
Directions for Begn £ S •£ -eo Virgo 10 
Experiences in Chr. ~ t " ling, by W. T. Stead 10 

A 50c L f l f c ^ P % 3 COMBINATION. 
P | 2 H.00 

Talks on Truth M n J0.25 
Seek Wisdom S S S «5 
The Philosophy of Dei ^ JjJ S? 15 
The Church of Christ. . • S> " 10 
Directions for Beginner 3 10 

$0.70 
A 25c T R h C T COMBINATION. 

Overcoming the Poverty Idea, by Leo Virgo $0.05 
About Some Fallacies, by A. P. Barton 05 
The Unreality of Matter, by Leo Virgo 05 
Loose Him and Let Him Go, by Emilie Cady 05 
Jesus Christ's Atonement, by Leo Virgo 05 
Giving and Receiving, by Leo Virgo 05 
None of These Things Move Me, by Annie Rix M i l i t z . . . .05 
Flesh Eating Metaphysically Considered, by Leo Virgo. .05 

to. 4c 

Any of the above booklets or tracts may be ordered separately 
at stated price. 

UNITY TRACT SOCIETY, Publishers 
1315 McGee Street, Kansas City, Mo. 
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